
NPF spokesperson, Achumbemo Kikon speaking at the inauguration of  
the NPF's 9th Kohima town AC office on Thursday.

A brightly-lit Raj Bhavan, the official residence of the governor of Nagaland, at Kohima town on Thursday. 
Oct. 19.

Children of Island Colony in Dimapur collecting waste along a street during a sanitation event their 
colony’s authorities organised on Oct 19. 

A citizen and a child play with fireworks during Diwali in Dimapur 
on Oct. 19 in Dimapur. 
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Min.Max. Max.Min.
Aizawl 25° 19 °
Agartala 26° 23°

Gangtok 24° 14°

Guwahati 29° 22°

Imphal 24° 19°

Itanagar 28° 20°

Shillong 20° 16°

Delhi 35° 21°

Kolkata 28° 24°

Chennai 34° 27°

 Max:  Min:
KOHIMA 26° 17°
DIMAPUR 30° 22°
 RF:  RH:
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DIMAPUR 21mm 90%
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CMO documents validation 
of claims to leadership

Already won the battle, 
says Achumbemo Kikon 

Court grants alimony relief, 
divorce to HIV+ woman

Dressed up in lights, Raj Bhavan welcomes Diwali

SC Jamir in good health—Source 

Colony hopes clean drive will 
teach children about sanitation

EastErn Mirror

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
The office of  the Naga-
land chief  minister has 
released a statement seek-
ing to clarify the ongoing 
dispute over the appoint-
ment of  the party’s chief  
whip, and chief  minister, 
besides responding to con-
tentions from the Naga 
Peoples Front (NPF) led 
by Dr. Shurhozelie Liezi-
etsu against the NPF led 
by Neiphiu Rio and TR 
Zeliang.   

The media cell of  the 
chief  minister’s office 
(CMO) issued a press re-
lease on Oct. 19. The state-
ment explained at length 
what is understood to be 
the genesis of  the contro-
versy. 

According to the state-
ment, the then chief  min-
ister of  the state Neiphiu 
Rio resigned in May 2014 
to contest the parliamen-
tary elections after which 
TR Zeliang took the post. 
In February 2017, Zeliang 
resigned and members 
of  the Democratic Alli-
ance of  Nagaland (Dan) 
elected Dr. Liezietsu, then 
president of  the NPF and 
chairman of  the Dan—but 
not a member of  the as-

sembly—to lead the gov-
ernment. 

On taking charge as 
chief  minister, Liezietsu 
resigned as chairman of  
the Dan but retained his 
position as NPF’s presi-
dent; Zeliang being elected 
as chairman of  said alli-
ance.

During a series of  
meetings of  the Dan in 
July 2017, the statement 
explained, several resolu-
tions were undertaken. It 
was resolved that TR Ze-
liang, leader of  the NPF’s 
Legislature Party be ap-
pointed as the person au-
thorized to issue directions 
to the NPF MLAs (Whip) 
for all activities on the 
floor of  the assembly, by 
mandate of  paragraph 2(1) 
(b) of  the Tenth Schedule 
of  the Constitution of  In-
dia.

On the speaker being 
duly informed by a let-
ter, a notification was is-
sued on the 19th by the 
assembly secretariat that 
the NPF Legislature Party 
had informed the speaker 
about the appointment of  
TR Zeliang as whip of  the 
NPF. The governor then 
wrote to the then Chief  

Minister Liezietsu on the 
11th to obtain the Vote of  
Confidence on or before 
15th.

Liezietsu filed a writ 
petition before the Kohi-
ma bench of  the Gauhati 
High Court challenging 
the directive of  the gover-
nor. On the 17th, TR Ze-
liang ‘filed an appearance’ 
in a writ petition too, and 
represented his case. 

"After hearing all par-
ties on 18.7.2017, the sin-
gle judge dismissed (Dr. 
Shurhozelie Liezietsu's) 
writ petition. A writ appeal 
filed against this dismissal 
of  the writ petition was 
also rejected on 19.7.2017 
by a division bench of  the 
Gauhati High Court,” the 
CMO stated.

On receiving intima-
tion that the writ petition 
had been dismissed by the 
high court, the governor 
requested the speaker on 
the 18th to call an emer-
gent special session of  the 
Nagaland Legislative As-
sembly on the 19th to test 
the majority support of  the 
cabinet headed by the then 
Chief  Minister Liezietsu, 
the statement explained.

The CMO’s statement 

read: “On 19.7.2017 — 
the date notified by the 
Speaker for holding the 
Assembly Session to test 
the majority support of  
the Cabinet headed by 
the then Chief  Minister 
Dr. SL (sic), neither Dr. 
SL nor any member of  
his council of  ministers 
were present though the 
rest of  the MLAs (mem-
bers of  Dan) were present. 
No voting took place on 
19.7.2017 and the speaker 
adjourned the house sine 
die and reported the mat-
ter to the governor.”

On receiving intima-
tion that the speaker of  
the assembly had been 
constrained to adjourn the 
assembly session, where 
neither Liezietsu nor any 
member of  his council of  
ministers were present, the 
governor dismissed the 
ministry based on clause 
(1) of  Article 164 of  the 
Constitution of  India, the 
press release stated. 

“By another order 
(also dated, 19.7.2017), 
the governor appointed 
TR Zeliang as chief  minis-
ter of  Nagaland by virtue 
of  powers vested in him 
under Clause (1) of  Arti-

cle 164 of  the Constitution 
of  India. The order also di-
rected TR Zeliang to prove 
his majority on the floor 
of  the house on or before 
22.7.2017.”

The statement then 
explained the recognition 
of  the speaker to Zeliang’s 
appointment as leader of  
the party’s legislature and 
whip of  the party. 

“And lastly, since the 
recognition by the speaker 
in regard to the appoint-
ment of  TR Zeliang as 
leader of  the NPF Legis-
lature Party and as Whip 
of  the NPF remains valid 
and continuing and was 
never quashed or set aside 
by any court of  law,” the 
press release stated.

“It is for the general 
public to decide on wheth-
er it is ignorance or hypoc-
risy that is driving Dr. SL 
(sic) and his men to make 
false claims as leader/ 
chief  whip of  the NPF 
Legislature Party and / or 
to claim of  invoking the 
provisions of  Paragraph 
2(b) of  the Tenth Sched-
ule. The bare plain truth is 
for all to know and under-
stand.”

 (Full text in page-6)

Our Correspondent
Kohima, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
A day after the Election 
Commission of  India 
(ECI) issued a directive 
to the rival Naga Peoples 
Front (NPF) groups to 
settle their dispute inter-
nally, NPF spokesperson 
Achumbemo Kikon on 
Oct. 19 has asserted that 
the party on Dr. Shürhoze-
lie Liezietsu's side had 
‘won the battle.’

“We have already won 
the battle 99.9 percent. 
Now we just have to com-
plete formalities and sub-
mit to the ECI,” Kikon 
said.

Speaking at the inau-
guration of  the NPF's 9th 
Kohima Town assembly 
constituency (AC) office 
at PR Hill in Kohima, 
Kikon stated that the Oct. 
17 ECI order indicated 
that “the writing on the 
wall is clear”, that the 
commission had rejected 
the general convention of  
the ‘Hotel Legacy group’ 
which was held on Sep. 
20. He pointed out that 
the NPF party was formed 
on the basis that it would  
represent the aspirations 
of  the Naga people and 
the party had 'not deviated 
from that principle.' 

However, he said, 
there has been some peo-
ple who joined the party 
and abused the party for 
their selfish gains, which 
was why the party is fac-
ing the current crisis. He 
termed it a repeat of  the 
2015 “Sovima crisis”. 

He asserted that the 
ECI had pointed out the 
Article XV of  the party 
constitution which deals 
with split and merger 
within the party when 
such crises erupt within 
the party which provides 
for active members to de-
cide the fate of  the party.

“We have been direct-
ed to convene a general 
convention and the party 
will do so. We will abide 
by the directive of  the 
ECI. The same order was 
also dispatched to us in 
2015 and accordingly, we 
have called a special gen-
eral convention on April 
30 2015 at IG Stadium 
Kohima where we have 
reaffirmed the election of  

Dimapur, Oct. 19 
(EMN):  Members, in-
cluding children, of  Is-
land Colony in Dimapur 
cleaned their locality on 
Oct. 19 as part of  what 
was informed to be  the 
Dimapur Municipal 
Council’s initiative to-
ward a ‘cleaner’ Dimapur.

The Island Colony 
Council issued a press 
release to the media 
on Thursday inform-
ing about the sanitation 
activity which was also 
an event that aimed at 
educating  children about 
keeping their environs 
clean. Children in the 
age group 4-12 years took 
part in the event, the up-
dates informed.

“The primary objec-
tive of  involving children 
was to inculcate a sense 
of  responsibility towards 
cleanliness and to spread 
awareness of  the impor-

Dimapur, Oct. 19 
(EMN): The home of  the 
governor of  Nagaland 
was on Thursday brightly 

Our Correspondent
Kohima, Oct. 19 (EMN): A HIV+ posi-
tive woman, a victim of  stigma and dis-
crimination (her story was published in 
Eastern Mirror, Oct. 17), has been granted 
alimony relief  and divorce by the court. 
The woman, Mary (name changed for 
privacy), had courageously fought for 
her rights that led to the family court of  
Kohima delivering justice early.

Talking to Eastern Mirror, Mary said 
that a petition for maintenance from 
her husband was filed and the docu-
ments pertaining to her case were sub-
mitted to the court on Mar. 17. A case 
study on the case was conducted by the 
advocate and representatives from Vi-
haan Care and Support Discrimination 
Response Team.

After examining the case, the Fam-
ily High Court judge Y. Maongkaba 
Imchen had fixed the first hearing on 
Jun. 6 and second hearing on Jul. 5. 
Her husband failed to turn up, it was 
informed. 

Upon the husband’s failure to ap-
pear before the court and after perusal 

of  records on Aug. 4, the court passed 
its judgement on Aug. 22 which was 
made available to Eastern Mirror.

The court stated in the judgement: 
‘The court, after perusal of  the records 
of  the couple decree that the couple is 
not in a position to live together and 
thus adjourned that the marriage stand 
dissolved w.e.f. August  22, 2017.’

Their marriage was dissolved un-
der U/S 10(v) of  the Divorce Act 1869 
R/w sec 27 (1) (f) of  the Special Act, 
1954.

The judgement stated further that 
after hearing both the counsels at length 
about the issue of  maintenance, the 
principal judge of  the Family Court-II 
ordered the respondent (husband) that 
he should deposit a sum of  Rs 5000 per 
month to the petitioner (wife) as main-
tenance amount from the month of  Au-
gust 2017.

The decree has been forwarded to 
the officer-in-charge of  her husband’s 
workplace directing that the amount be 
deducted from the salary and credited 
to the petitioner’s account. 

Miracles do not, in fact, 
break the laws of nature.

C. S. Lewis
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at Weinstein Company | P10
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tance of  clean environ-
ment among all the resi-
dents,” the council’s press 
release stated. 

“The Island Colony 
Council were in a view 

that however little the 
small children could 
achieve during the drive, 
the sense of  responsi-
bility and role of  every 
citizen instilled in the 

minds of  those children 
through such exercises to-
wards better environment 
would remain for the rest 
of  their lives and help be-
coming better citizens.”

Staff Reporter
Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): An aide close 
to the governor of  Odisha and former 
chief  minister of  Nagaland Dr. SC Jamir 
has clarified that the governor is in good 
health. The clarification comes following 
news of  the Odisha governor being hos-
pitalised ‘after heart attack’ and report-
edly being admitted to Apollo Hospital in 
Bhubaneshwar. The news is understood 
to have begun circulating on social media 
on Thu. Oct. 19. 

The source dismissed the reports as 

'unofficial' news. The source informed 
that on Thursday they had been receiv-
ing calls enquiring about the governor’s 
health. The chief  minister of  Odisha is 
also said to have paid a visit to Governor 
Dr. Jamir upon hearing the news through  
the social media. 

The source clarified that the uncon-
firmed news started doing the rounds 
when local newspapers reported about  
the governor paying a visit to Apollo hos-
pital for routine check-up. He is said to be 
in good health.   

lit, decked in multi-col-
oured lights and  diyas (oil 
lamps) to celebrate Diwa-
li. India’s Hindu commu-
nity is celebrating the fes-
tival of  lights with fanfare. 

Governor PB Acharya 
and his wife Kavita Ach-
arya celebrated Diwali 
with officers and staff  of  
Raj Bhavan and their fam-
ilies,   and security person-
nel deployed at the gover-
nor’s official residence at 
capital town Kohima.

The governor and his 

wife greeted the people 
and distributed sweets. 
They  interacted with 
children during the event. 
They wished the people 
a joyous and prosperous 
life. 

Diwali or Deepavali is 
one of  the most popular 
festivals celebrated by  the 
Hindus and other commu-
nities around the world. 

The festival represents 
the victory of  light over 
darkness and thus called 
the 'festival of  lights'. 

Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu 
and his team of  office 
bearers who were elected 
on the 26th November 
2014,” he recalled. This 
time as well, he said the 
party will go with the di-
rective of  the commission 
and call a general conven-
tion, and once again re-
affirm the same and will 
submit to the ECI to take 
the final decision.

He claimed also that 
the ECI order ‘spoke vol-
umes’ of  the commission’s 
rejection of  the “so-called 
unauthorized general con-
vention.” Kikon asserted 
that unless one was an ac-
tive member of  the party 
‘they have no voting right 
whatsoever, and ECI can-
not take cognizance of  
such gatherings’. 

He also stated the ECI 
order proves that the activ-
ities of  the rival group in-
cluding the Sep. 20 gener-
al convention were illegal, 
which, he added, was “the 
biggest embarrassment of  
this century”.

Maintaining that the 
ones who orchestrated 
the general convention 
were Naga leaders in-
cluding the former and 
present chief  ministers 
(Neiphiu Rio and TR Ze-
liang) and ‘some public 
leaders,’ Kikon derisively 
stated that the people do 
not expect their leaders 
to commit illegalities and 
mislead them. He alleged 
that ‘these leaders have 
spent all the public money, 
yet they do not know even 
the provisions of  the NPF 
constitution.’ 

However, he said ‘the 
silent majority of  the Na-
gas’ were with Liezietsu’s 
group. 

On the NPF whip case, 

he said the other group, 
‘with no justification 
on their part to face the 
court,’ was applying their 
only instrument available 
to them which is to delay 
proceedings and pray to 
the court for more time. 
However, Kikon pointed 
that just like the ECI or-
der, the other group ‘can-
not escape from the law 
and they should know that 
their days are numbered’. 

“Very soon, the rule 
of  law will apply on them. 
Hopefully our leaders will 
realize this,” he added. 
However, in the case that 
settlement does not pre-
cede election, he said the 
NPF as a political party, is 
ready to face the next as-
sembly elections. Towards 
this, he urged upon the 
party members to be pre-
pared for any eventuality. 
If  there is election, he as-
sured, the party will come 
back to power and it will 
ensure good governance 
to the people. 

Also, the president of  
the NPF 9th Kohima AC 
Khotuo Belho spoke in a 
brief  address about the 
events that led to the AC 
office having to be relo-
cated. He said there was 
‘internal issue in the unit 
which started before the 
prevailing NPF crisis,' 
with the previous team 
of  office bearers of  the 
AC serving an ultimatum 
to its elected member Dr. 
Neikiesalie Kire in Sep. 
2016.

This had necessitated 
the disciplinary action 
committee of  Kohima di-
vision to recommend ac-
tion on the previous team, 
he said. He informed 
that the present team was 
formed on Jun. 3.



Kohima police nabs 
one with contraband

2 State / NatioN
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The accused along with the seized articles.

NHRA to organise sensitisation prog.
Nagaland Hotels & Restaurant Association (NHRA) 
in collaboration with NSACS will be organising a 
sensitization and training programme on Oct. 24, 10 
a.m. at Tourist Lodge, Dimapur. All NHRA members 
have been requested to attend positively.

WSKH convenes meeting
The Western Sumi Kukami Hoho (WKH) has convened 
a meeting on Oct. 24, 10a.m. at its banke’s residence, 
Padumpukhuri, Dimapur. All executive and advisors of 
WSKH, area chairman and secretary are requested to 
attend the meeting without fail.

ENSF convenes emergency meeting
The Eastern Naga Students’ Federation (ENSF) has 
convened an emergency meeting on Oct. 21, 1p.m. at 
DUDA Guest House, Kohima. The meeting has been 
called to deliberate on graduate teachers (Maths and 
Science) post under DoSE and the proposed phase 
wise agitation in Kohima.  All the six federating units 
of ENSF--PSC/USSC/KSU/CCSU/YAA and KSU (Konyak 
Students’ Union), ENPO/ENGOA/ENWO, ENPUK 
and its six federating units, ENWOK, KENSU and its 
six federating units, and ENCSU. All the mentioned 
organisations have been requested to attend the said 
meeting positively.  

IAFFSO notifies 
All India Freedom Fighters & Successors Organisation 
(IAFFSO) has informed all the surviving wives or 
children of World War 1 & II soldiers who have not 
received pension are asked to submit their names duly 
recommended by the village chairman, village GB and 
district administration and hand over to the IAFFSO 
district president.

DUFPSU general meeting 
The Dimapur Urban Fair Price Shop Union (DUFPSU) 
has convened a general meeting on Oct. 24, 11 a.m. 
at Lotha Hoho Ki, DC Court junction, Dimapur, to 
discuss issue of transportation and handling charge 
and formation of the All Nagaland Fair Price Shop 
Association. All fair price shop owners from all 
districts have been requested to attend the meeting 
positively. 

DDGBA meeting 
Dimapur District GB Association has convened 
a meeting on Oct. 21, 10 a.m. at DDGBA office, 
near Green Park junction. All office bearers, eight 
administrative unit presidents, WSKH, Chakhro GBs 
Union, Ao GBs Union, Lotha GBs Union, Kuki GBs 
Union are requested to attend the meeting.

News iN BriefNPYC to hold youth rally in six districts 

Karnataka CM seeks GST 
exemption on handmade goods

India, Russia to begin joint military exercise

RSS leader’s murder: Two Punjab police personnel suspended

Bridge collapse in 
Himachal injures five

GJM leader alleges police vandalised house

From sweet box to inbox: Diwali celebrations diversify

NPF Minority 
Wing extends 
Diwali greetings

iMPOrTANT NUMBers
Women Helpline: 181

DimApUR (STD CoDe: 03862)
Bethesda Ambulance Service                 9615053217, 9615520007
CIHSR 242555, 242533
Police Control Room 7085055050
Dimapur District Hospital 232224
Diphupar PS 7085055032
East PS 7085055030
Faith Hospital 248912, 9436004220
Fire Station (Chumu) 282777
Fire Station (Dimapur) 7085378850, 232201
GRPS 7085055031
Medziphema PS 7085055033
MH (Metro) Hospital 227930/231081
Mobile Unit Commander 7085055046
Nikos Hospital 248285, 232032
Niuland PS 7085088035
Sub-Urban PS 7085055036
Traffic Control -1 7085088038
Traffic Control -2 7085088039
West PS 7085055034
Women Cell 7085055037
Zion Hospital 231864, 224117, 227337

KoHimA (STD Code: 0370)
Bethel Nursing Home 2224202
Chiephobozou PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045506
8575045516

Childline Kohima 1098
Chiephobozou PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045506
8575045516

Fire Stations 2222952
IRCS Ambulance Service 2244350
Kezocha PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045549
8575045538

Khuzama PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045505
8575045515

NHAK 2222916
North PS
Officer-in-Charge

2222222, 8575045501
8575045510

Oking Hospital 2290080, 2290146
Police Control Room 100/2244279, 8575045500
South PS
Officer-in-Charge

2222111, 8575045502
8575045520

Tseminyu PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045507
8575045517

Zubza PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045508
8575045518

moKoKCHUnG (STD Code: 0369)
Chopper Service 8974151974/ 9615776811
Christian Hospital, Impur 2262214
Dr. Imkongliba Hospital 2226216/2226394
Faith Hospital Ambulance 9436004220, 9856051827
Fire Station 2226225
Hope Ambulance Service 8415827895/9856277674
Hotel Metsuben 8014587442/ 2226373
IRCS Ambulance Service 09402993002
Lifeline Ambulance 9436439707/ 9862447893
Mokokchung PS 1 2226241
Power House 2226221/2226293
Sewak Gate PS 2 2226213
Traffic Control 9485232691
Tuli Police Station 9485232693
Women Cell 9485232692
Woodland Nursing Home 2226263

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): The Nagaland 
Pradesh Youth Congress (NPYC) in its 
executive meeting on Oct. 19, with district 
youth Congress presidents at NPYC Office, 
Kohima unanimously resolved to  organised 
youth rally in six district - Kohima, Phek, 
Mokokchung, Tuensang, Mon and Dimapur 

under the theme, “Clean Election, Youth 
for change, Save Nagaland,” from Nov. 20 
to Dec. 10.

A press release from NPYC secretary 
Keviphreo K Kuotsu  has requested youth 
Congress, party workers and general public 
to join the rally.

New Delhi, Oct. 19 (PTI): Fireworks 
became lesser intense, losing some of  its 
sheen and sound to e-crackers, flickering 
earthen lamps dotted walls and lights il-
luminated houses and offices, as India 
celebrated Diwali today with traditional 
fervour -- and a modern outlook.

As people across the country came 
together to celebrate the festival of  lights, 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Defence 
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and Army 
Chief  Gen. Bipin Rawat joined the Armed 
Forces on the occasion.

Modi visited troops posted along the 
Line of  Control in Jammu and Kashmir’s 
Gurez Sector and lauded the soldiers for 
their sacrifice saying he considers them 
his family.

“I have an opportunity to spend the 
festival of  Diwali with you. The presence 
of  brave soldiers at the border, on this fes-
tive occasion, lights the lamp of  hope, and 
generates new energy among crores of  
Indians,” he wrote in the visitors’ book.

Sitharaman celebrated the festival 
with military personnel at the strategically 
important tri-services command on the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

Chief  Minister Vijay Rupani of  the 
border state of  Gujarat also joined BSF 

jawans at the border outpost near Lakhpat 
in Kutch district to celebrate the festival.

Diwali celebrates the return of  Lord 
Rama to Ayodhya from his 14-year exile 
after vanquishing demon-king Ra-
vana.

Besides 
s w e e t s , 
people also 
exchanged 
funny so-
cial media 
memes and 
GIFs on the 
occasion as 
some made 
cal ls  for  a 
‘Digital Di-
wali’-- mind-
ful probably 
of  air pollu- tion resulting 
from bursting of  firecrackers.

District inspector of  schools in Nodia 
PK Upadhyay said one can experience the 
delight of  bursting firecrackers digitally on 
mobile phones, laptops, and large screens.

Shopping malls, too, should display 
crackers digitally through sound and light 
technology, he suggested.

The Supreme Court recently banned 

the sale of  firecrackers in the Delhi and 
National Capital Region till October 31 
to curb the pollution caused by bursting 
them.

Many took to the 
social media to say 
the celebrations this 
year was “peaceful” 
and “lesser noisy”.

In Uttar Pradesh, 
Punjab, Haryana 
and Rajasthan, the 
festival passed off  
peacefully as in 
other states, even 
as incessant rains 
dampened the spir-
it to some extent 
in eastern states of  

West Bengal and Odi-
sha. The Golden temple at Amritsar was 
illuminated on the occasion.

The festival was celebrated with fer-
vour across the Jammu region including 
the areas close to the LoC and Interna-
tional Border.

However, a senior BSF official said 
the force did not exchange sweets with 
Pakistani troops on the occasion, a practice 
which was a regular feature in the past.

“When there is unprovoked and indis-
criminate firing from Pakistan and civilian 
areas are being targeted regularly, such 
goodwill gestures are worth nothing,” the 
official said.

Bollywood celebrities, including leg-
ends Amitabh Bachchan, Lata Man-
geshkar and Dilip Kumar, sent out their 
good wishes to fans around the globe.

“Diwali greetings begin in huge abun-
dance...and we work ...just so all the family 
can breathe peacefully,” Bachchan, 75, 
posted on Twitter.

Urging fans to light at least one diya 
for the Army, actor Akshay Kumar wrote, 
“We are, because they (the soldiers) are.” 

In an exemplary show of  empathy 
towards winged creatures, several villages 
in Tamil Nadu celebrated Diwali without 
bursting crackers to avoid scaring birds and 
bats in their areas.

For a long time, people of  Koothanku-
lam village in Tirunelveli district, which 
has a bird sanctuary, have avoided bursting 
firecrackers during the festival. 

Also, the people of  Vadamugam, Vel-
lode and six other villages near the Vellode 
bird sanctuary in Erode celebrated the fes-
tival yesterday sans firecrackers to support 
birds for the 18th year in a row.

Shimla, Oct. 19 (IANS): At least five people 
were injured when a crucial concrete bridge link-
ing Chamba town in Himachal Pradesh with 
Pathankot in Punjab collapsed on Thursday, an 
official said. It is unclear what caused the collapse 
of  the bridge midway on the Chamba-Pathankot 
national highway. The double-lane bridge is lo-
cated in Parel, just six kilometers from Chamba 
town and some 450 km from Shimla. A mini 
truck loaded with bricks was still stranded on the 
collapsed bridge. “We have ordered an inquiry,” 
Deputy Commissioner Sudesh Mokhta told 
IANS. He said the injured had been admitted to 
a hospital in Chamba. Police said four vehicles, 
including a mini truck, crashed into the concrete 
bridge, located on the Ravi River. The bridge, the 
crucial link to Tissa in the district, was inaugu-
rated by Chief  Minister Virbhadra Singh in 2005. 
Traffic is being diverted and motorists have been 
urged to use alternate routes, the police said.

Darjeeling, Oct. 19 (IANS): Gorkha Janmukti Morcha (GJM) 
General Secretary Roshan Giri has alleged that West Bengal Po-
lice ransacked his residence around midnight on Wednesday.

“Around 12.45 a.m., police broke open the door and vandal-
ised my house. They took away my computer, two printers and a 
suitcase of  documents,” Giri said.

Meanwhile, a Darjeeling court on Wednesday issued a proc-
lamation order against GJM chief  Bimal Gurung and five others, 
including Roshan Giri, in connection with the June 8 incident in 
Darjeeling. On June 8, the day Chief  Minister Mamata Banerjee 
held her cabinet meeting in Darjeeling, GJM workers went on 
rampage demanding a separate state of  Gorkhaland.

They indulged in arson and pelted stones at police, injuring 15 
in the violence that erupted near Bhanu Bhawan on the tourist hub 
Mall Road that was virtually taken over by the GJM workers.

The Gorkhaland agitation was withdrawn after 104 days. 
In a recent development, Amitava Malik, a Sub Inspector of  

West Bengal Police, was killed and four policemen were injured 
in a gun battle between security forces and the Bimal Gurung fac-
tion of  the GJM in Darjeeling’s Lepcha Bustee near the Sikkim 
border. Through police failed to get hold of  GJM chief  Gurung, 
they arrested three persons and seized a large cache of  arms and 
ammunition from the GJM camp.

New Delhi, Oct 19 (IANS): The India-
Russia annual joint military exercises called 
INDRA is set to begin on Friday, officials 
said on Thursday.

This year, all three services are involved 
in the 10-day exercises being conducted in 
Russia. The indigenously built Indian Naval 
ships INS Satpura and INS Kadmatt on 
Thursday reached Vladivostok Port. 

The rest of Indian contingent comprising 
of army and air force personnel had reached 
Vladivostok on Wednesday in IL-76 aircraft 
of the Indian Air Force. 

The Defence Ministry, in a statement, 
said the INDRA-2107 will be “a landmark 
event in the history of Indo-Russian defence 
cooperation”. 

Scheduled to be conducted at the 249th 
Combined Army Range Sergiyevisky and in 
the Sea of Japan near Vladivostok, it is the 
first tri-service bilateral exercise between the 
two countries. 

In its previous nine editions, INDRA has 
been conducted as a single service exercise 
alternately between the two countries. 

The Indian contingent comprises 350 
personnel from army, 80 from air force, two 
IL 76 aircraft and one Frigate and Corvette 
each from the navy. 

Russia will be represented by approxi-
mately 1,000 troops of the 5th Army, ma-
rines and ships of Pacific Fleet and aircraft 
from Eastern Military District, an official 
release said.

“INDRA-2017 will serve towards 
strengthening mutual confidence and in-
teroperability as well as sharing of the best 
practices between the armed forces of both 
the countries,” the statement said. 

“The joint tri-service exercise will be a 
demonstration of  the increasing commit-
ment of  both nations to address common 
challenges across the full spectrum of opera-
tions,” it added.

Chandigarh, Oct 19 (IANS): Two 
head constables of Punjab police have 
been placed under suspension in con-
nection with the killing of RSS leader 
Ravinder Gosai in Ludhiana on Octo-
ber 17, police said on Thursday.

Both policemen had failed to pur-
sue the complaint of a motorcycle theft, 
which was used by the two unidentified 
men in killing the Rashtriya Swayamse-
vak sangh (RSS) leader.

Those suspended are head consta-
bles Balraj and Deep Chand.

Rohit Pal, a resident of Lohara area 
and owner of the motorcycle, had filed 
a complaint at the Miller Ganj Police 
Post on October 10 regarding theft of  
the vehicle from Miller Ganj area.

The Honda motorcycle was recov-
ered from the forest area of Ladhowal, 
near Ludhiana, where it was aban-
doned by the suspected killers. Uniden-
tified assailants shot dead RSS leader 
Ravinder Gosai on Tuesday in Punjab’s 
Ludhiana city as he was returning from 
a RSS “shakha”. The Punjab Police 
have not made any arrests so far.

Gosai, 58, was near his house when 
he was attacked. He was the Sangh 
Pracharak (regional missionary) at 
the RSS Mohan Shakha in Ludhiana. 
He was shot from close range by two 
motorcycle-borne assailants in Kailash 
Nagar area. Later he succumbed to his 
injuries in a hospital.

The Punjab Police have failed to 

nab those behind the killings of leaders 
of  Hindu organisations in Punjab in 
recent years.

Senior Punjab RSS leader Brigadier 
Jagdish Gagneja (retd) was shot by 
unidentified motorcycle-borne youths 
in a busy area of  Jalandhar city on 
August 6, 2016. Gagneja was critically 
injured and succumbed to his injuries 
a month later. His assailants continue 
to be at large.

Leaders of  Hindu organisations 
have been attacked and killed in some 
other incidents in Gurdaspur and 
Khanna towns earlier. In two separate 
incidents, unidentified persons fired 
shots at RSS activists in Ludhiana city 
in January and February last year.

Bengaluru, Oct 19 (IANS):  
Karnataka Chief  Minister 
Siddaramaiah on Thursday 
urged the central govern-
ment to exempt handmade 
products from Goods and 
Sales Tax (GST) regime.

“As handmade prod-
ucts are produced by mil-
lions of  artisans across 
the country, imposition of  
GST on them is having an 
adverse effect on their live-
lihood. The GST Council 
should exempt them from 
the new tax regime at its 
next meeting,” said Sid-
daramaiah in a letter to 
Union Finance Minister 
Arun Jaitley.

Terming the burden 
of  GST on artisans and 
rural households a critical 
issue, the Chief  Minister 
said the Council should 
deliberate on it on priority 
and provide relief  to them 
(artisans).

Under the GST, hand-
made products are taxed 
between 5-28 per cent since 
the new tax regime was 
introduced on July 1 across 
the country though major-
ity of  them (goods) are 
produced in the rural and 
informal sector by millions 
of  people.

The letter was writ-
ten on a representation 
from the Gram Seva Sangh 

committee to the Chief  
Minister, seeking GST ex-
emption on handmade 
goods made and marketed 
by producer cooperative 
societies and their federa-
tions in the country.

The committee consists 
of  noted activists Ash-
ish Nandy, Uzramma and 
Shyam Benegal among 
others.

“Exemption from GST 
will not only benefit a large 
segment of  our rural popu-
lation, but also give a boost 
to rural employment and 
sustainability,” asserted 
the letter.

State Agriculture Min-
ister Krishna Byre Gowda 
is Karnataka’s representa-
tive on the federal GST 
Council, headed by Jaitley 
as chairman.

“The representation re-
quires urgent consideration 
and a positive resolution,” 
added the letter.

On the Chief  Minister’s 
assurance of  the state’s 
support to the artisans’ 
demand for zero per cent 
GST on handmade prod-
ucts, noted Kannada thea-
tre artist and social activist 
Prasanna broke his six-day 
‘satyagraha’ (hunger strike) 
here on Thursday evening 
by sipping tender coconut 
milk.

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
The president of  NPF Mi-
nority Wing Central, Bish-
nu Bhattacharjee wished 
the people of  Nagaland 
a very happy Diwali. He 
also expressed hope that 
celebrations will promote 
peace, prosperity and social 
harmony amongst all sec-
tions of  the people in the 
state. Bhattacharjee also 
appealed all to celebrate the 
festivals of  light and joy in 
the spirit of  love, truth and 
brotherhood. 

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
Kohima Police manning 
the Phesama check gate 
intercepted one Guwahati 
bound passenger vehicle 
(Bus) B/R No. MN-01-
1664 during routine check-
ing on Oct. 18 and recov-
ered 100 kg of  contraband 
ganja concealed in a sack 

along with mosquito repel-
lent coil.

In this connection, one 
person identified as Sab-
jul Haque (23 yrs), son of  
Gaus Uddin, of  Chaharia, 
Naogaon of  Assam was 
taken into police custody 
for possession and trans-
portation of  the contra-

band.
According to Sub-Di-

visional Police Officer & 
PRO Atu Zumvü, a regular 
case vide Kohima South PS 
Case No. 0061/2017 U/S 
20(b)(ii)C NDPS Act has 
been registered against the 
accused for  further inves-
tigation.

Weather forecast in other Districts 

Max Min DP rh rf

ZBt 22.3 17.6 20.3 93 4

Mon 32 21 20.5 91 5

tuensanG 23 19 19.4 89 NIL

MKG 26.2 19 19.6 80 NIL

PheK 25.4 18.2 19.3 88 NIL

KiPhire 26 19 19.1 84 NIL

sechÜ ZuBZa 26 19 19 80 1.2

LonGLenG 15.8 13 10.8 72 20

tseMinYu 25.6 20.8 20.7 88 NIL

ManGKoLeMBa 31.4 21.2 24.1 86 2.2

*Dew Point (DP) *Relative Humidity (RH) * Rainfall (RF)

Source: Department of Soil & Water Conservation, Nagaland 
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Trainer, Sentisangla Pongener, facilitating the participants at the ongoing homestay training in Mokokchung.

Participants of the Indian Evangelical Mission presenting a choreography which got underway on October 19.

Students of Government High School, Peren, attending the lecture on water borne diseases organised by 36 
Assam Rifles on October 13.

Students of NEISSR and youth of Neisatuo Colony during the cleanliness drive on October 19.  

State

BJP Kohima officials react to State office

Care centre for senior citizens launched NEISSR organises cleanliness drive

IEM convention underway

AR continues with HIV/
AIDS advocacy programmes

Naga lad wins 
national award 

Homestay training underway in Mkg 
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Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
India’s first homestay train-
ing under Pradhan Mantri 
Kaushal  Vikas Yojna, 
launched by YouthNet in 
partnership with Ministry 
of Skill Development, Gov-
ernment of  India, under 

NSDC got underway in 
MOkokchung on October 
17. 

Altogether 25 women 
aspiring entrepreneurs are 
attending the training be-
ing held at Marvel Guest 
House,  Mokokchung. 

Some of  the participants 
have come from as far as 
Tuli to be a part of  the on-
going batch. 

The training will in-
culcate theory and practi-
cal aspect as well so that 
the participants will get a 

hands-on experience on 
what is being taught dur-
ing the class. On the job 
training is also part of  the 
curriculum which will fur-
ther enhance the learning 
and understanding of  the 
participants.

The training will in-
clude topics like tourism, 
housekeeping, financial 
arrangements, food and 
beverage, entrepreneur-
ship and soft skills, cus-
tomer services etc. During 
and after the training, the 
trainees will be assisted to 
register their homestay on 
online portals viz. Make-
mytrip, OYO rooms and 
Airbnb. At the end of  the 
training, participants will 
receive certificate issued by 
NSDC.

The facilitator for the 
first week is Sentisangla 
Pongener, a trainer in com-
munication skills from 
YouthNet. The technical 
sessions will commence 
from October 23 where the 
facilitators will be from Al-
der Tours and Travels.

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
The BJP Kohima division 
has reacted sharply to what 
it termed as ‘hasty and un-
warranted decision’ of  the 
State BJP in removing its 
president Dr. Khriezovolie 
Kesiyie and his team of of-
ficials.

A press release issued 
by Seyiekhrielie Nagi, the 
aggrieved officials resented 
that even after repeated 
appeals made through its 
letters and ultimatum to 
resolve the present case of  
“false allegations labeled 
against its president Dr 
Khriezovolie Kesiyie,” the 
State BJP leaders resorted 
to luring the officials and 
disunited the organisational 
set-ups at all levels instead 
of  solving the present cri-
sis.

It accused the State BJP 
of  resorting to unconsti-

tutional measures in the 
removal of the district presi-
dent Dr. Kesiyie, who had 
only decided to step down 
in order to create better am-
bience for early resolution 
of  the allegations against 
him. It stated that his deci-
sion was supported by BJP 
Kohima district officials 
along with the entire team 
of  yuva morcha, mahila 
morcha, kisan morcha, mi-
nority cell, trader’s cell, 
executive members, state 
council members and man-
dals by way of deciding to 
step down without resign-
ing from the party in the 
general interest.

The statement men-
tioned that some district 
officials had complained 
against Dr. Kesiyie on Au-
gust 29, but the State BJP 
office had entrusted Disci-
plinary Action Committee 

officials to examine the 
issue and submit the report 
to the State office only on 
October 12.

It accused the State 
BJP president Visasolie 
Lhoungu of overruling the 
procedures and provisions 
of Article XXV of the BJP 
Constitution by removing 
Dr. Kesiyie and appointed 
a new president.         

Meanwhile, the stepped-
down officials from five As-
sembly Constituencies have 
demanded the State BJP to 
make efforts in resolving 
the present crisis for the bet-
terment of the party rather 
than trying to destroy from 
the grassroots level.

While reaffirming its 
loyalty towards the uplift of  
BJP in the State, the officials 
decided to work in unity for 
the success of  the Party in 
the State.    

Dimapur Oct. 19 (EMN): Open Doors 
Senior Citizens Day Care Community 
Centre (ODSCDCCC), Diphupar, was 
inaugurated and dedicated on October 19 
in the presence of all the church pastors in 
Diphupar and senior citizens. The project 
‘Open Doors’ is an undertaking of  Orija 
Welfare Society headed by Sotisola Imkong 
with the objective of not only providing a 
platform of  interaction among the senior 
citizen community but also to provide basic 
health services, grooming and social activi-
ties specific to their age and needs. 

The idea behind ‘Open Doors’ was to en-
courage senior citizens of the community to 
embrace aging and have a positive outlook, 
the management stated. The Centre has am-
ple ground space for light physical exercise 
and hobbies such as gardening. 

It is also a disability friendly centre 
with portable ramps to enable those with 

wheelchairs. Custom designed larger printed 
recreational board games will be available 
along with a television set with a mini li-
brary for those book lovers. The project was 
launched in partnership with two doctors 
namely Dr. Sentitoshi, MD of  Medicus 
Clinic, Diphupar; and Dr. S Meyisenla 
Angh, Dental Surgeon of Shamakok Dental 
Clinic, Nagarjan. They will hold regular free 
health camps and provide free primary care 
according to requirements. 

Apart from its normal functions, the 
Centre has announced to serve the senior 
citizens three-day in a week and also provide 
service for three weeks at nominal charges. 

Registration forms will be made available 
at Open Doors Diphupar, Medicus Clinic 
Diphupar, and Shamakok Dental Clinic, 
Nagarjan. Interested candidates could con-
tact on phone no. 9402433262 for further 
necessary information.

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
Youth Development Forum 
of  North East Institute of  
Social Science and Research 
(NEISSR), Dimapur, carried 
out cleanliness drive at Nei-
satuo Colony, a developing 
model village, on October 
19.

Students of  NEISSR and 
youth from Neisatuo Colony 
had participated in the drive 
with the consent of  the Goan 
Buara (GB), Nilo Gonmei.

This is the first activity 
conducted by Youth Devel-
opment Forum of  NEISSR, 
Dimapur. The community 
participation is essential to 
achieve the goal of  its mis-
sion. 

Stating it will undertake 
more of  developmental ac-
tivities, the forum has sought 
constant cooperation from 
the GBs and community peo-
ple in the days to come.

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): The 48th Na-
tional Convention of  Indian Evangelical 
Mission (IEM) hosted by DABA started on 
October 19. 

In his welcome address, Jenny Christo-
pher, HoD Church Ministries, highlighted 
that the IEM conventions are being held 
in different parts of the country to inform 
what the Lord has done through IEM, in-

spired, and also to let the believers in Christ 
understand our responsibilities to reach the 
unreached. 

Rev. Dr. Bishop Somnath Roy dwelt on 
the theme “Fullness in Christ” (Col. 1: 10) 
stressed that the invitation of Christ gives 
meaning in all the dark and vulnerable 
places and even in our hopelessness. The 
convention will conclude on October 22.

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
Troops of 15 Assam Rifles 
has organised an aware-
ness programme on “Drugs 
free Nagaland” at Christian 
High School, Noklak, and 
C’ Saddle village on Octo-
ber 13.

The main objective the 
programme was to make 
the students and villagers 
aware about the narcotics, 
drugs, tobacco, and nega-
tive impact on physical and 
mental health. A total of  
350 students, teachers and 
30 villagers attended the 
programme.

The same troops had 
also conducted a lecture 
on preventive measures on 
HIV/AIDS at Government 
Higher Secondary School, 
Shamatore, on October 16. 
The main aim of  the pro-
gramme was to make the 
students aware about the dis-
ease and its ill effects. A total 
of 166 students and 5 teach-
ers attended the lecture.

In a similar programme, 
troops of  36 Assam Rifles 
has organised a lecture on 
water borne diseases for 
students of  Government 
High School, Peren, on Oc-
tober 13.

The aim of  the event 
was to educate students and 
spread awareness on various 
water borne diseases, their 
symptoms and preventive 
measures. The event was 

attended by 90 students and 
five teachers.

In yet another pro-
gramme, troops of  3 (NH) 
Battalion Assam Rifles had 
organised screening of mov-
ie and awareness lecture 
on drug free Nagaland at 
Government High School, 
Jotsoma, Kohima, on Oc-
tober 13.

The aim of lecture was 
to revitalise the youth against 
consumption of  drugs and 
motivate them to spread the 
word about ills of  drugs. 
Capt. Aniket Singh con-
ducted the lecture which 
was attended by a total of 64 
students and 9 teachers.

Meanwhile, troops of  
22 Assam Rifles conducted 
“Screening of  movie and 
awareness lecture on HIV/
AIDS” at Government High 
School, Pokhungri in Phek 
district on October 13.

The aim of  the pro-
gramme was to create pub-
lic awareness against HIV/
AIDS, especially to save 
young generation from 
HIV/AIDS. A specially con-
stituted team under Captain 
Pranjal Bhanda of  22 As-
sam Rifles conducted the 
programme for the students 
wherein a lecture was deliv-
ered on HIV/AIDS followed 
by screening of  documen-
tary movie on prevention 
of HIV/AIDS. A total of 3 
teachers and 63 students at-

tended the programme.
Continuing with the civ-

ic action programme, troops 
of 3 (NH) Battalion Assam 
Rifles conducted screening 
of  movie and awareness 
lecture on HIV/AIDS and 
Amur Falcon at Dainty Buds 
Higher Secondary School, 
Kohima, on October 12. 
The aim of the lecture was 
to create awareness about ill 
effects of HIV/AIDS and to 
educate and spread aware-
ness about conservatory 
bird Amur Falcon. Captain 
Gurjeet Singh conducted the 
lecture wherein 20 teachers 
and 470 students attended 
the programme.

In a related programme, 
troops of  22 Assam Rifles 
had organised a veterinary 
aid camp in Meluri village 
in Phek district on October 
16. A specially constituted 
team under Captain Rahul 
Sharma of Mobile Field Vet-
erinary Hospital conducted 
the camp.

The formal opening of  
the veterinary camp was 
done by Suosatho, eldest 
person from Pochury tribe 
aged 96 years. The unit has 
assured to extend assistance 
through the DC, Phek, and 
ADC, Meluri, for maximum 
benefit of the local populace 
in and around Meluri vil-
lage. A total of 576 animals 
were treated and provided 
with medicines for ailment.

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
Ruopfüzhazo, a Class X stu-
dent of  Northfield School, 
Kohima, was adjudged win-
ner at the national level 
painting competition on 
the theme “Exploring new 
worlds in space” held at 
Earth Station, Shadnagar, 
Hyderabad, on October 8.

Altogether, 28 students 
representing different in-
stitutions from across the 
country took part in the 
contest.

Winners of  the state 
level quiz competition from 
Northfield School, Kohima, 
participated at the national 
level quiz completion. The 
event was organised by the 
National Remote Sensing 
Centre, Indian Space Re-
search Organization (ISRO) 
celebrating the World Space 
Week.
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Police mirror of the govt. — Manipur CM MCASADC condemns YMA for communal 
resolution seeking abolition of CADC in Mizoram

Man gets 10 yrs jail for raping daughter in Mizoram

RNPC demands immediate 
explanation from RNSU

NSUA celebrates 20th freshers’ meet

Arunachal Pradesh orgs. deplore State 
Assembly resolution on Chakmas and  Hajongs 

Our Correspondent
Imphal, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
The 125th Anniversary 
celebration of  Manipur 
Police was held at the 
1st Battalion Manipur 
Rifles parade ground on 
Thursday.

Manipur Chief  Min-
ister N Biren Singh was 
the chief  guest and was 
attended by Deputy Chief  
Minister Yumnam  Joy-
kumar, Ministers, MLAs, 
top civil, police, paramili-
tary and army officers.

Speaking on the oc-
casion, Chief  Minister 
Biren said that Police 
Department is the back-
bone of  State administra-
tion, the Chief  Minister 
stressed on transparency, 
honesty, dedication, com-
mitment and hard work 
of  the Department. “Po-
lice are the mirror of  the 
government. 

Any error by the police 
department often leads to 
a negative image of  the 
government,” Singh said.

Mirror Crossword 1625Sud0ku 1465
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank 
spaces so that each row, column and 3x3 box 
contains the numbers 1 to 9.

solutions to CRossWoRD 1624

ACROSS
1. Used as a food additive to 

enhance flavor
4. Supervises interstate commerce
7. In a way, medicined
12. Military mailbox
13. Sign language
14. Foots
15. African shirt
17. Jan __, Dutch painter
18. Buddy
19. A waterproof raincoat made of 

rubberized fabric
21. They __
22. Transfer property
24. “The Tiffany Network”
25. Humanistic discipline
26. Dekalitre
27. Unification
29. “Guinea pig”
31. American state
35. The light-sensitive membrane 

covering the back wall of the 
eyeball

37. Indicates near
38. Sigh of relief
41. Distress signal
42. Tropical woody herb with showy 

yellow flowers
43. Lubricate
44. Kilo yard, abbr.
45. More (Spanish)
46. A citizen of Iran
48. Visualize
52. Goddesses
53. Arrived extinct
54. Father
55. Exploiters
56. Auricle 57. Your consciousness 

of your own identity 
DOWN
1. Anger
2. Resort
3. Story of Christ’s life and teachings
4. To be unsuccessful
5. Expression of disappointment
6. Ascents

7. Phonograph recording
8. Annual grass of Europe and 

N Africa
9. Spread over
10. Film critic Roger _____
11. Eats at a restaurant
16. Possessed 20. 

Citzens of the Far East
22. Insecticide
23. Supplement with difficulty
24. A gesture of respectful 

greeting, for women

25. A collection of anecdotes 
about a person or place

27. Amount charged
28. Leaf or strip from a leaf of 

the talipot palm
30. Engineering company
32. By the ocean
33. Kilometers per hour 

34. To be ill
36. A salt or ester of hydriodic 

acid
38. Thick stew made of rice and 

chicken and small game
39. Employs
40. Fill with high spirits
42. ___ Bumstead, Blondie’s 

husband
44. Any of several candies
45. Picasso’s mistress
47. Neither
49. Extinct flightless bird of 

New Zealand
50. Annoy constantly
51. Tokyo

solutions to suD0ku 1464

Police not only work in 
the service of  the people 
day and night but also 
even sacrifice their lives in 

safeguarding public lives 
and properties, the Chief  
Minister said while urging 
the public not to make de-

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
The Mizoram Chakma 
Areas Single Administra-
tion Demand Committee 
(MCASADC) informs in a 
press note that the commit-
tee strongly condemns the 
Central committee of  the 
Young Mizo Association 
(YMA) for adoption of  a 
communal resolution seek-
ing abolition of  the Chak-
ma Autonomous District 
Council (CADC) at its 71st 
General Conference held in 
Champhai yesterday.

It further stated that, the 
Chakma Autonomous Dis-
trict Council (CADC) was 
established under the Sixth 
Schedule to the Constitu-
tion of India in 1972 along 
with Lai Autonomous Dis-
trict Council (LADC) and 
Mara Autonomous District 
Council (MADC) in south-
ern Mizoram. Chakma, Lai 
and Mara are three distinct 
minorities of Mizoram.

“By demanding aboli-

tion of the CADC the YMA 
is communalizing the ad-
ministrative arrangements 
made for the minorities in 
the State. That the YMA is 
demanding the abolition of  
the CADC is only a ploy 
because if they are successful 
for abolition of the CADC, 
they will thereafter demand 
abolition of the LADC and 
the MADC. It is precisely 
for the same reason that the 
Hmar Autonomous Council 
is being opposed,” stated 
Paritosh Chakma, Convenor 
of MCASADC. 

As per anti-corruption 
watchdog, Peoples Right to 
Information and Develop-
ment Society of  Mizoram 
(PRISM), the YMA confer-
ence was funded by Mizo-
ram’s two Members of Par-
liament, CL Ruala (MP, Lok 
Sabha) and Ronald Sapna 
Tlau (MP, Rajya Sabha) 
who sanctioned Rs 10 Lakh 
each from their Member 
of  Parliament Local Area 

Development (MPLAD) 
funds and Home Minister R 
Lalzirliana who sanctioned 
Rs 18 Lakhs from the Border 
Area Development Pro-
gramme (BADP) scheme. 
The sanction of government 
funds for the YMA confer-
ence was illegal as guidelines 
don’t permit funding for 
communal activities.

“The State Government 
of Mizoram, Home Minis-
ter R Lalzirliana, Members 
of Parliament CL Ruala and 
Ronald Sapna Tlau therefore 
cannot shirk their responsi-
bility for funding YMA to 
adopt the communal reso-
lution against the Chakma 
minorities.  The State must 
not promote communal-
ism. Otherwise, there is no 
other option but to make 
Mizoram more federal by 
creating separate adminis-
trative arrangements for all 
the minorities including the 
Chakmas,” the MCASADC 
in a statement said, it added. 

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
The 20thFreshers’ meet 
2017 organised by Naga 
Students Union,Aizawl  was 
held on Oct 14 at Multi 
Purpose Cultural Complex 
Auditorium, Berawtlang, 
Aizawl . 
A total of  41 freshers  
from RIPANS(Regional 
Institute of  Paramedical 
and Nursing Sc.), C.V.Sc 
and  A. H.(College of  
Veterinary Sc and A.H.), 
ATC(AizawlTheological 
College), MZU(Mizoram 
U n i v e r s i t y ) , 
AICS(Academy of  Inte-
grated Christian Studies), 
NIELIT(National Institute 
of  Electronics and Infor-
mation Technology) and 
Horticulture college were 
welcomed  to the family. 
The  p rog ram s ta r t ed 
with a prayer of  blessing 

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): The 
Committee for Citizenship Rights 
of  the Chakmas and Hajongs of  
Arunachal Pradesh (CCRCHAP) 
and Arunachal Pradesh Chakma 
Students Union (APCSU) today 
deplored the State Government of  
Arunachal Pradesh for moving and 
adopting a resolution rejecting the 
granting of citizenship to Chakmas 
and Hajongs in the Arunachal 
Pradesh State Assembly on Oct. 
18 Oct. 2017 on the false pretext of  
“protecting the rights of the tribal’s” 
in the State, informed in a press note.

“This is nothing but an excuse 
to contemptuously reject the judg-
ments and directions of  the Su-
preme Court, vitiate the atmosphere 
of peace, communal harmony and 
inter-community relationship estab-
lished and strengthened in the past 
53 years and continue the repression 
of  the Chakmas and Hajongs”, 
stated Subimal Bikash Chakma, 
President of the CCRCHAP

The CCRCHAP stated 47,471 

Chakmas and Hajongs as per 2011 
census cannot pose any threat to 
1.4 million people of  Arunachal 
Pradesh. The Chakmas and Ha-
jongs are tribal’s, Tibeto-Mongloid 
race and Buddhists like many com-
munities in the state and they come 
from the Chittagong Hill Tracts 
which was covered under the Ben-
gal Eastern Frontier Regulation 
(BERF) of  1873, much before the 
Sadiya and Balipara Frontier Tracts 
were brought under the BERF. 

If any community poses threat to 
local tribals of Arunachal Pradesh, it 
is the other non-tribals who have in-
creased from 36,614 persons in 1961 
and increased to 3,84,435 persons in 
2011 i.e. 1000% increase!

“That the State Government 
is politicizing the miseries of  the 
Chakmas & Hajongs stands mani-
festly exposed from the fact that 
neither the Tibetan refugees nor 
other non-Tribals were discussed 
on the issue of  socalled threats 
to the tribals of  the State”, stated 

Subimal Bikash Chakma.
It fur ther stated that, the 

Chakmas and Hajongs were set-
tled in the North East Frontier 
Agency (NEFA, present day Aru-
nachal Pradesh) which was un-
der direct administration of  the 
Union of  India under “Definite 
Plan of  Rehabilitation” during 
1964-1969. 

Subject to fulfilment of  condi-
tions under the Citizenship Act, 
any person coming to India can ob-
tain citizenship by naturalization 
and thousands of  Hindu refugees 
from Pakistan have been conferred 
citizenship by the NDA govern-
ment during last 3 years. 

The Hindu refugees who came 
to Rajasthan from Pakistan as late 
as 2000 have been given citizen-
ship.  The Chakmas and Hajongs 
are citizens of  India but are being 
denied the same because of  racial 
discrimination.

 “The fact that the State Gov-
ernment has moved and adopted 

a resolution rejecting grant of  citi-
zenship to the Chakma & Hajong 
applicants shows that it is not imple-
menting the Sep.2015 judgment of  
the  Supreme Court and deliberately 
creating obstacles to scandalize 
and lower the dignity of  the apex 
court. Under these circumstances, 
the CCRCHAP shall have no op-
tion but bring these deliberate con-
temptuous acts to the notice of the 
apex court for appropriate redress”, 
stated Santosh Chakma. 

On Oct.15  in which Mr Rijiju 
stated “Union Govt has not decided 
to make Chakmas-Hajongs as Aru-
nachalee citizens, Tejang Chakma, 
President of  the APCSU stated,  
“There is only Indian citizenship 
and there is nothing called Aru-
nachalee citizen, Punjabi citizen, 
Tamil citizen etc. 

The statement smacks of  sepa-
ratism and sedition and it is unfor-
tunate that the Minister of  State for 
Home is promoting secessionism 
in Arunachal Pradesh,it added.

for the freshers by NCF 
pastor,Benjamin Kichu .The 
auspicious program was at-
tended by many Naga work-
ing people at Aizawl.

RuwngkamW. Anal, 
Inspector (CGST),Aizawl, 
Gover nment  of  India  
graced the function as the 

Chief Guest. Exhorting the 
students, he said that the 
contribution of  each indi-
vidual is valuable and every 
career is equally important 
for the development of the 
society.He also motivated 
the students to contribute 
for a change in the society.

Ruwngkam also advised the 
students to set specific target 
in life and move along with 
the people. 

He winded up stating 
that success should not 
be confined to individual 
alone, rather to the society 
as a whole.

There were various 
creative performances 
from the students which 
added colours to the pro-
gram. 

A debate on the topic 
“Clean Election;Is clean 
election possible in Na-
galand? was also held as 
part of  the program and 
ChichanbemoKikon of  
RIPANS (against the mo-
tion) won the debate and 
he stated that “It will need 
more than a miraculous 
thing to make this clean 
election a reality in Naga-
land because money speaks 
louder during election and 
we have become submis-
sive to money power” .Mr. 
KenyusinloKhing of  MZU 
and Miss Ngapsa T Kon-
yakof  RIPANS were an-
nounced as freshers’ King 
and Queen. 

Aizawl, Oct. 19 (PTI):  A court in Mizoram’s Champhai district has sentenced a man to 
10 years rigorous imprisonment for raping his 11-year-old daughter.Additional District and 
Sessions Judge of Champhai district R Vanlalena yesterday convicted Lalhriattluanga of  
Vanzau village and also imposed a fine of Rs 9,000 on him.The judge said the evidence 
against the accused was overwhelming.Lalhriattluanga raped his daughter in 2013 and 
had repeated the incest act a number of times as the girl was afraid to report the matter 
to other people, the prosecution said.The maternal grandfather of the girl lodged an FIR 
at the Champhai police station against Lalhriattluanga following which he was arrested.

Dimapur, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
The Rengma Naga Peoples’ 
Council (RNPC) strongly 
condemns the statement 
made by the student bod-
ies ‘proposed demand of  
Greater Nagalim by NSCN 
(IM)’, without the consul-
tation of  the Apex Body, 
thereby confusing and mis-
leading the people. 

The RNPC doesn’t en-
dorse the said statement 
of RNSU nor supports the 
same, informed in a press 
note.

 It further stated that, 
the RNPC demands im-
mediate and satisfactory 
explanation and apology 
from the RNSU for the 
same within 3 days fail-
ing which the RNPC as 
the apex body of  Rengma 
Nagas will be compelled to 
take stern action against the 
RNSU officials responsible.

The RNPC fur ther 
warns any organisation or 
individual under its umbrel-
la to refrain from making 
any such public statements 
without prior consultation 
with the apex body regard-
ing important and sensitive 
issues, it added. 

RNSU clarifies
The Rengma Naga Stu-
dents’  Union (RNSU) 
Karbi Anglong, Assam in-
formed in  a press note that 
they had never discussed 
neither notified regarding 
the Nagalim issue with the 
Karbi Students’ Association 
(KSA) on the particular 
press meet which was held 
on Oct.17.

The RNSU had neither 
ever notified about the Na-
galim issue. 

wThe sole purpose of  
the press meet was regard-

ing the food poisoning case 
in Diphu town on the 10th 
of Oct, where several mem-
bers of  Rengma Naga of  
Assam along with Karbi, 
Kuki and Lotha were vic-
timised after having eatable 
bought from M/s Roy Bak-
ery, Diphu.

The RNSU would also 
like to clarify to all con-
cerned that they condemns 
the news article which 
will bring disharmony 
among the tribes special-
ly amongst the Rengma 
Naga tribes. 

The sensitive Nagalim 
issue is for the NSCN (IM) 
and the GOI to decide and 
the RNSU has got no moral 
authority to comment. 

Infact, RNSU has been 
supportive for a fruitful and 
amicable solution between 
the Nagas and the GOI, it 
added.

rogatory remarks against 
the police for small mis-
takes.

Biren further said that 
the State Government 
would  enforce  a  new 
transfer and posting poli-
cy for the employees, es-
pecially for police, teach-
ers, doctors and nurses 
from January 1 next year.

In his speech, DGP 
Manipur LM Khaute said 
that Manipur Police had 
made remarkable progress 
in maintaining law and 
order, investigation, pro-
tection of  lives and prop-
erties of  the public and 
sports etc.

 He said that Manipur 
Police which had opened 
a separate Cyber Crime 
Police Station besides de-
puting a separate SP for 
Traffic Police had been 
able to bring around 3300 
militants to mainstream 
so far.

Earlier, the Chief  Min-
ister took salute from 25 

march-past contingents of  
CRPF, civil police (male 
and female), police com-
mandos, Manipur Rifles, 
India Reserve Battalion, 
Home Guards, VDF per-
sonnel, NCC Cadets, Ma-
nipur Police Dog Squad 
and Manipur Police Bomb 
Disposal Squad. 

On the occasion, a to-
tal of  982 police officers 
and other ranks and a 
total of  84 officers and 
other ranks of  Assam 
Rifles, BSF and CRPF 
were awarded DGP Com-
mendation Roll and Disc 
in recognition of  their 
outstanding performance 
of  duty in various fields 
including investigative 
works,  law and order, 
counter insurgency op-
erations etc.

 A souvenir,  which 
contains the works and 
progress made by Ma-
nipur Police in the past 
125 years, was also re-
leased, at the occasion.

EM Images
People thronged at the busy Khwairamband Keithel, main market in Imphal for Ningol chakkouba 
festival on Thursday. Ningol Chakkouba, greatest festival of the state .
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I-T dept launches 
‘online chat’ to answer 
taxpayers queries

Sensex off to positive start in 
Muhurat trading, rises 72 points

Google serves 
fake news ads on 
fact-checking sites

Some leaders lack ‘moral fabric’ and depend 
on ‘fancy tools’ to communicate: Pitroda

India sales volume growth 
improved after GST – Unilever

Aadhaar drives demand for tech products and software services

McAfee, Cisco tie up for faster threats detection solutions

New Delhi, Oct. 18 (PTI):  The Income 
Tax Department has launched an ‘online 
chat’ service for taxpayers so that they can 
seek answers to their basic queries and 
doubts relating to direct tax issues.

A window has been hosted on the 
main page of  the department’s website 
-- www.incometaxindia.gov.in/ -- with a 
prominent icon stating ‘Live Chat Online- 
ask your query’.

“A team of experts from the depart-
ment and independent tax practitioners 
has been deputed to answer the general 
queries of a taxpayer. This first-time ini-
tiative is aimed to enhance taxpayer serv-
ices in the country,” the officer said.

He added that more features would be 
added to the online chat system based on 

the feedback received by the department.
A person can enter the ‘chat room’ by 

furnishing an email-id and ask questions 
as a guest.

“An option has also been provided 
to the taxpayer for emailing the entire 
chat to their ids for future reference,” the 
officer said.

A precautionary note at the beginning 
of the chat, however, states: “The replies 
are based on the opinion of the expert and 
in no manner it should be interpreted as 
the clarification by the Income-tax De-
partment on any matter.” 

Last year, the I-T department had set 
up a new dedicated directorate within 
its establishment to monitor and resolve 
grievances of tax payers.

Las Vegas, Oct. 19 (IANS): Re-
alising the wide adoption of  open 
security platform, global cyberse-
curity firm McAfee and network-
ing and security major Cisco on 
Thursday collaborated to provide 
comprehensive visibility and real-
time security orchestration.

In industry’s largest threat 
protection integration, New Data 
Exchange Layer (DXL) and Cisco 
Platform Exchange Grid (pxGrid) 
now interoperate -- marking a col-
laboration to share security inci-
dent and contextual information 
in real time -- to detect and stop 
threats faster and to reduce the 
complexity of  an organisation’s 
security architecture.

The announcement came at 
MPOWER Cybersecurity Sum-
mit here as the companies col-
laborated through the McA-
feeSecurity Innovation Alliance 
programme that demonstrates the 

industry move to collaborative, 
open and integrated security.

“We must empower security 
teams to stop spending their time 
on tedious integrations and man-
ual tasks and instead, focus on de-
fending against adversaries,” Raja 
Patel, Vice President and General 
Manager - Corporate Products at 
McAfee told reporters.

“Collaboration like we are do-
ing with Cisco, IBM Security and 
others throughout the security in-
dustry is critical to closing infor-
mation gaps, breaking silos and 
providing the visibility we need to 
protect our most important assets 
from cybercriminals,” he added.

With the two fabrics interop-
erating, organisations can now 
drive integrations with security 
solutions from hundreds of  ven-
dors.

Furthermore, through the 
OpenDXL initiative -- launched 

in 2016 to accelerate enterprise 
use of  DXL -- integration and 
orchestration are now extended 
to open source and enterprise ap-
plications.

Together McAfee and Cisco 
are delivering automated proc-
esses that can cross previously 
siloed tools, and link endpoint, 
network and security operation 
domains, closing security gaps 
that prevent efficient and effective 
threat management.

Bi-directional data flow that 
enriches integrated applications 
with detailed information, allow-
ing analysts visibility into critical 
data such as what is on their 
network, current security posture, 
privilege levels, and more.

“Cisco pxGrid and DXL inter-
operability mark the first time this 
has been achieved at such scale 
due to the wide cross-section of  
customers we each serve and the 

many that we share,” Jeff  Reed, 
Senior Vice President, Product 
Management, Security Business 
Group at Cisco, said.

McAfee also released DXL 
4.0 and new open source tools 
that provide an enterprise-class 
environment for developers to 
facilitate effective use and acceler-
ate creation.

The newly-released DXL fea-
tures include easy pxGrid integra-
tion, automated incident response 
to threat events, simplified client 
provisioning and process updates.

Meanwhile, McAfee Security 
Innovation Alliance (SIA) ecosys-
tem continues to flourish as the 
cybersecurity giant announced 
addition of  new partners, reach-
ing more than 130 members.

The newly added partners 
include, IBM Security, Micron 
Technology and SailPoint, among 
others.

Mumbai, Oct. 19 (IANS): Anglo-
Dutch consumer goods multina-
tional Unilever on Thursday said 
emerging markets sales drove the 
company’s growth in the third quar-
ter of  2017, while it sees signs of  
improvement in India with higher 
demand-led growth helped by price 
cuts resulting from GST.

“While conditions in our devel-
oped markets remain challenging, 
we are starting to see signs of  im-
provement in some of  our biggest 
emerging markets including India 
and China,” Unilever Chief  Ex-
ecutive Paul Polman said in a state-
ment in London after the company 
posted a 2.6 per cent underlying 
growth in sales during third quarter 
ended September.

“Emerging markets underlying 
sales growth was 6.3 per cent in the 

tation of the pan-India Goods and 
Services Tax (GST) from July.

Unilever said volume growth 
improved in India after imple-
mentation of  the new indirect tax 
regime. 

“As expected, price growth 
lowered as the benefits of  the tax 
change were passed on to consum-
ers,” the statement said. 

The company’s overall third 
quarter growth was adversely af-
fected by “poorer weather in Eu-
rope compared with last year and 
natural disasters in the Americas”.

“For the full year, we continue 
to expect underlying sales growth 
within 3-5 per cent range, an im-
provement in underlying operating 
margin of at least 100 basis points 
and strong cash flow,” the statement 
added. 

third quarter, with volume up 1.8 
per cent,” Unilever said.

During the previous quarter 
ended June, its Indian arm, Hin-

dustan Unilever, posted a 6 per 
cent sales increase with flat volume 
growth, mainly due to the destock-
ing provoked prior to the implemen-

Mumbai, Oct. 19 (PTI): Benchmark 
Sensex rose over 72 points in the opening 
trade of a special Muhurat trading session 
on Thursday to mark the start of  Hindu 
Samvat year 2074.

The Sensex was trading higher by 
72.40 points, or 0.22 per cent to quote at 
32,656.75. The gauge has shed 49.29 points 
in the previous two sessions.

Sectoral indices led by realty, capital 
goods, consumer durables, healthcare, teck, 
FMCG and oil & gas were trading in the 

positive zone, with gains up to 0.65 per cent.
The broader NSE Nifty too edged up by 

1.10 points, or 0.01 per cent to 10,211.95.
Brokers said indices were supported by 

token buying activity as investors and funds 
opened their new accounts on the first ses-
sion of Samvat year 2074.

The Sensex gained 4,642.84 points, or 
16.61 per cent, in the Hindu Samvat year 
2073, while the broader NSE Nifty surged 
1,572.85 points, or 18.20 per cent during 
this period.

San Francisco, Oct. 19 (IANS): The fake 
news advertising problem has now spread 
to fact-checking websites as Google put 
fake news advertisements on pages such as 
Snopes and PolitiFact, the New York Times 
reported.

“The fake news ads were served up by the 
search engine giant’s AdWords system which 
automatically places ads based on a target 
audience,” The Times said on Wednesday.

The ads had fake headlines such as “Mel-
ania Trump is leaving the White House!”, 
“Televangelist Joel Osteen is leaving his 
wife!” and once clicked, it would take users 
to websites that mimicked legitimate publica-
tions like People or Vogue.

“The fake stories began with headlines 
and large photos of the celebrities in question, 
but after a few sentences, they transitioned 
into an ad for an anti-aging skin cream,” the 
report added. It is unclear how the clickbait-
style news ads were served on Snopes and 
PolitiFact. Google did not comment on how 
the ads were approved.

“As always, when we find deceptive ad 
practices on our platforms, we move swiftly 
to take action, including suspending the 
advertiser account if  appropriate,” Suzanne 
Blackburn, a Google spokeswoman, was 
quoted as saying.

Tech giants such as Facebook, Google 
and Twitter are already facing criticism for 
failing to curb the spread of fake news.

Google had earlier found evidence of  
Russian influence in the 2016 US Presidential 
election

Ahmedabad, Oct. 19 (PTI) : 
Some leaders lack “moral fab-
ric” which is why they have to 
depend on “fancy tools” such as 
Facebook and Twitter to com-
municate with people, telecom 
entrepreneur Sam Pitroda has 
said.

He also said that informa-
tion technology can help usher 
in the Gandhian concept of  
‘Ram Rajya’ or the ideal state.

“(Mahatma) Gandhi’s focus 
was on truth, trust, simplicity, 
inclusion. Unfortunately, I find 
today we have lost Gandhi in 
many ways from our day-to-day 
life,” Pitroda said.

“Institutions are captured, 
and people today, to some extent 
in India and the US, are con-
fused as to what our long- term 
vision is,” he said yesterday at 
the 64th convocation of Gujarat 
Vidyapeeth, established by Ma-
hatma Gandhi in 1920.

“People are more into ven-
detta. Personal attack, lies, false 
promises, and media have taken 
over the message,” Pitroda said.

The 75-year-old telecom 
entrepreneur said a group of vol-
untary organisation representa-
tives, whom he met yesterday, 
told him they are scared as they 
face attack for their work.

Such a thing is not accept-

able in India, said Pitroda who 
has spent 50 years in Informa-
tion and Communications Tech-
nology (ICT) and related global 
and national developments.

He exhorted students to 
make efforts to realise Mahatma 
Gandhi’s India with the use of  
technology that today connects 
1.2 billion Indians through mo-
bile phones.

“Are we using this connec-
tivity to spread gossips, lies, or 
are we using this connectivity 
to propagate Gandhian ideas? 

We cannot blame others who 
misuse media. We have to blame 
us because we do not use media 
effectively,” Pitroda said.

Openness, accessibility, 
connectivity, networking, de-
mocratisation, decentralisation, 
brought about by technology 
was a “great opportunity for 
social transformation”, he said.

“And Gandhiji talked about 
all of these. I firmly believe Gan-
dhiji’s idea of  Ram Rajya did 
not get translated into practice 
because we did not have IT then. 
Today we have the technology 
that was a missing link in Gan-
dhiji’s time,” Pitroda said.

He said while Gandhi 
could galvanise millions using a 
“pinch of salt”, “today’s leaders 
need fancy tools because some 
of them lack moral fabric”.

“We need to really give Gan-
dhi to the globe and not just 
India. Gandhi is a heritage for 
humanity and not just a symbol 
for India. Knowledge can be 
democratised, people can be 
taught to revisit Gandhi and 
learn something new on him,” 
Pitroda said.

He called for a change in 
election campaigning by using 
technology so as to root out cor-
ruption and reduce the need for 
huge amount of money.

New Delhi, Oct. 19 (Agencies): 
The government’s Aadhaar-driven 
agenda is firing up demand for 
technology products and software 
services — giving a fillip to a market 
that’s been subdued for many years.

The seeding of  the 12-digit 
unique identity with services such 
as bank accounts, mobile phone 
numbers and pension schemes has 
sparked a never-before demand for 
biometric-enabled authentication 
devices, smartphones, mobile ap-
plications and technology platforms 
to support the process.

Experts peg the size of the op-
portunity in the insurance sector 
alone at between Rs 4,000 crore 
and 5,000 crore as companies adopt 
greater use of technology and move 
to an Aadhaar-based claim settle-
ment system. The opportunity in 
the banking sector alone is pro-
jected at more than Rs 3,500 crore. 
According to Tanmoy Chakrabarty, 
head of government-industry solu-
tions at Tata Consultancy Services, 
the government’s layered approach 
is pushing integration of  Aadhaar 
in every walk of life.

“That is going to require Aad-
haar authentication devices, au-
thentication compatible applica-
tions, mostly on the mobile phone,” 
he said, adding that he expects a lot 
of  mobile-driven, Aadhaar-enabled 

functionality in the future, which is 
a big opportunity for IT companies.

The government wants all bank 
accounts, permanent account num-
bers, public provident fund ac-
counts and subsidy schemes to be 
linked with Aadhaar by December 
31. The deadline for seeding mobile 
numbers with UID is February 
2018.

One the biggest drivers of  the 
technology would be the linking of  
food subsidy payments through the 
public distribution scheme, with 
13 states currently moving to an 
Aadhaar-based system. There are 

5.45 lakh PDS shops in the country.
The domestic market is looking 

up for the IT industry, even though 
it is not directly because of govern-
ment spending, but is government 
enabled, said Sivarama Krishnan, 
executive director at PwC.

“Everyone talks about the do-
mestic market not growing enough, 
but ask all the hardware manufac-
turers, handset makers and technol-
ogy players – all of  them are talking 
about 20-25% growth,” Krishnan 
said. Technology growth is double 
the average market growth, which 
is around 12-13%, he said.

Banks and telecom operators 
have been mandated to link exist-
ing and new accounts with Aad-
haar, driving the need for customer 
verification devices and supporting 
technology at each retail point.

Given the government’s push 
towards cashless transactions after 
the demonetisation exercise in 
November last year, the financial 
services sector has been investing 
heavily in digital systems.

“If  one takes 50 banks into 
account, there is easily a Rs 3,500 
crore market annually, which was 
not there before,” added Krishnan. 
Since the bulk of  the tasks will be 
mobile-based, small-scale mobile 
developers, as well as startups, are 
flourishing, said Krishnan.

The entry of payment banks has 
also contributed to the spike in tech-
nology spending. Paytm selected 
Infosys’ Finacle banking software 
to build the technology platform for 
its payment bank, launched earlier 
this year. India Post chose HP En-
terprises as its system integrator for 
its upcoming payment bank.

Krishnan said many insurance 
companies are moving towards on-
line documentation and processing 
with the help of tablets and mobile 
phones. Linking to Aadhaar saves 
costs on physical verification and 
curbs fraudulent claims.

GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND 
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

KOHIMA ::: NAGALAND
No. JUDL/SUCC/88/2017-VI                                                                                                                                                              Dated Kohima, the 16th Oct, 2017

Sd/- (T.L.KIUSUMONG TIKHIR)
Additional Deputy Commissioner

Kohima: Nagaland

Whereas Smti. ZHIEVIRIE-Ü CHALIE-U W/O LT. KUOLALHOUTUO 
CHALIE-U, Pensioner resident of New Socünoma Village has applied for issue of 
Succession Certificate under the Indian Succession Act 1925, Part X to draw/ withdraw/ 
operate/ transfer his/her Late husband-Pension P.O. No. NL/V/1304 of Treasury, 
Kohima (North). Bank A/C No- 34507927573 SBI Medziphema Branch. Who expired 
on 07/09/2017.

Now therefore, public are hereby asked to file claims/ objection if any within 1 (one) 
month from the date of issue of this notice.

OBJECTION NOTICE
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M.G.M HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL
SEWAK Main Gate, Midland, Dimapur-797112 Nagaland

Phone: 231892 & 248009, Reg. No. PP / 5046.

Visit: - www.mgmhrsecschool.webs.com          E-mail:   mgmdimapur@gmail.com
Admission forms for School and Hostel will be issued during office 
hours (8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.) till October 31st for 2018 session.
(Nursery to class 7 only).
	  Hostel Admission is given only to M.G.M students
 * Boys from Class 1 to 8, 
 * Girls from Class 1 to 12.
NB: Students having tattoo marks are not eligible for admission DP
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 ASSAM RIFLES PUBLIC SCHOOL(HIGH) 
MEDZIPHEMA (NAGALAND)

VACANCY : FOR THE POST OF  PRINCIPAL
 Applications are hereby invited for the post of Principal of Assam Rifles Public 

School (High), Medziphema. Candidates fulfilling the following criteria may 
apply :- 

 (a) Education Qualifications. Masters/Bachelors degree with B.Ed/M.Ed from  
 a recongnised university.  

 (b) Experience. Minimum 5 – 8 years of teaching experience in middle &  
secondary school. 

 (c) Minimum 2-3 years of administrative experience in a CBSE school.
 Salary.  Negotiable.

 Candidates meeting above criteria may apply to The Vice Chairman, Assam 
Rifles Public School (High), c/o 41 Assam Rifles, Medziphema, District - 
Dimapur (Nagaland) – 797106, Email id – arsmedziphema@gmail.com, 
Contact No. 03862-247001/03862-247642. Application with necessary 
documents should reach the Vice Chairman on or before 31 Oct 2017. D-
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Do not ignore mankind
Pollution affects everyone irrespective of his or her caste, 

creed and religion. So those who are opposing Supreme 
Court ban on selling of crackers in Delhi are actually do-

ing a great disservice to society. They forgot the simple truth 
that religious rituals cannot be placed above public health. 
Thus too keep Delhi clean and lower its pollution level at the 
onset of winter and Diwali, the Supreme Court judgement 
should be welcomed by all.

It is painful to see the name of Chetan Bhagat among the 
people who opposed the Supreme Court ruling. We all knew 
that the successful author as a liberal person, who is always 
guided by reasons rather than passion. But unfortunately he 
was the first one to take the social media route in criticising 
the judgement. People like Mr. Bhagat should always keep in 
mind that they are no ordinary people. They are celebrities. 
So whatever they do or say, people follow it closely and most 
of the times get influenced by it. In other words, celebrities 
have social responsibilities to perform. If  celebrities start 
talking like commoners, social set up will be disturbed. By op-
posing the ruling of the Supreme Court, Mr. Bhagat made an 
irreparable loss to our social set up. Because, as soon as Mr. 
Bhagat made his comments public, lot of the public started 
liking his comments and even started preparation to defy the 
judgement of the highest court of the country.

Mr. Bhagat was not alone in committing the mistake. Our 
Environment Minister Dr. Harshvardhan was no exception. 
The Union Minister made a public statement that he has 
asked the scientists to invent crackers which are environment 
friendly without realising that his statement would provide 
some kind of legitimacy to those who are opposing the ban. 
There are many more who spoke against the ban. All of them 
had made the same mistake of putting religious practices 
above everything. From their statement it is clear that while 
expressing their opinions, the so called followers of religious 
rituals deliberately ignored the need of the hour i.e. to save 
the capital from being chocked.

We all know that over the years the Indian capital became 
more and more polluted. Each year during Diwali, crackers 
contribute largely to send the pollution level further up. The 
people of Delhi seek respite from the rising pollution level. So 
they moved to the apex court and the court in its own wisdom 
gave an order to ban the sale of crackers in Delhi. What was 
wrong in it? Earlier also the court ordered for many steps to 
be taken to curb pollution in Delhi such as use of Compressed 
Natural Gas (CNG) in public transport, banning 10-year-old 
cars from commercial use, etc. But not a single question was 
raised when the court passed such orders. Everyone under-
stood that those orders were meant to make Delhi pollution 
free. This time also the Supreme Court passed the judgement 
to protect the people. It has nothing to do with religion. One 
can only advice the self-claimed protectionists of religious 
rituals that no religion has taught us to ignore mankind. 

Is Indian Economy in a Tailspin 
or Just an Aberration?

NPF WHIP-THE PLAIN TRUTH
READERS’ MIRROR VIEWS & REVIEWS

We were created to enjoy God forever.

I love looking at the Grand Canyon. Whenever I stand at the canyon rim 
I see new brushstrokes of God’s handiwork that take my breath away.

Even though it’s just a (very large) “hole” in the ground, the Grand 
Canyon causes me to reflect on heaven. A very honest twelve-year-old 
asked me once, “Won’t heaven be boring? Don’t you think we’ll get tired 
of praising God all the time?” But if a “hole in the ground” can be so over-
whelmingly beautiful we can’t stop looking at it, we can only imagine the joy 
of one day seeing the very Source of beauty—our loving Creator—in all of 
the pristine wonder of the new creation. 

David expressed this longing when he wrote, “One thing I ask from the 
Lord, this only do I seek: that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the 
days of my life, to gaze on the beauty of the Lord” (Ps. 27:4). There’s noth-
ing more beautiful than the presence of God, which draws near to us on this 
earth as we seek Him by faith, looking forward to seeing Him face to face.

On that day we’ll never tire of praising our amazing Lord, because we 
will never come to an end of fresh, new discoveries of His exquisite good-
ness and the wonders of the works of His hands. Every moment in His pres-
ence will bring a breathtaking revelation of His beauty and His love.

BIBLE READ:    PSALM 27:1–4 

THOUGHT FOR TODAY:
Because your love is better than life, 

my lips will glorify you. Psalm 63:3

DAILY
PATH
When Beauty Never Ends

T
he recent headlines on the Indian 
economy have been stark. The 
slowdown in the economy is headline 
news. The comment has been coming  
amidst intense criticism in the country 

over the its economic growth rate slowing down 
to three-year low of  5.7 per cent in the first 
quarter ended June due to demonetisation and 
implementation of  GST. Former minister of  
finance Yashwant Sinha’s article arguing that “the 
economy...on a downward spiral, is poised for 
a hard landing” put the cat among the pigeons. 
There is a slugfest in the media between supporters 
and critics of  the government. Is it time to hit the 
panic button?

As a student of  Economics I started thinking 
that really Indian economy on the path of  doom 
as critics or opposition parties as prophets of  
doom are dubbing. Undoubtedly, The Indian 
economy started going downhill from the June 
2016 quarter. The slowdown in the economy is 
headline news. Growth in gross domestic product 
(GDP) has plummeted by 3.5 percentage points 
in just six quarters, from 9.2% in January-March 
2016 to 5.7% in April-June 2017 and Gross Value 
Added is having also declining trend as Table 1 
shows.  
Table 1: GDP Growth  (%YOY) 

Source: Central Statistical Organization

It is essential to recognize that there is 
a problem and Picture is grey because of  
Demonetisation, GST and RERA Act since they 
have serious economic side-effects in the short 
to medium term, poor consumer demand, low 
capacity utilization and a bad-asset overhang, 
non-hiring of  workers by SMEs, construction and 
manufacturing sectors, structural issues faced by 
farmers, and NPA burden so that there can be a 
meaningful debate on possible solutions. To be 
fair, evidence on the recent slowdown in growth 
must be situated in its longer-term perspective. 
The period 2003/04-2007/08 witnessed the 
most rapid sustained GDP growth in India 
at 8.8% per annum, riding on the boom in the 
world economy. Then came the bust, as growth 
dropped to 3.9% in 2008-09. Surprisingly, GDP 
growth rose to 9.5% per annum during 2009/10-
2010/11. This recovery was attributable to 
counter-cyclical macroeconomic policies, the size 
of  the home market and a financial sector less 
fragile and more regulated than elsewhere. But 
the resilience did not last long. Growth slowed 
to 5.4% per annum during 2011/12-2013/14, as 
fiscal imbalances mounted, inflation quickened, 
and the current account deficit in the balance of  
payments widened.

In retrospect, it is clear that the present 
National Democratic Alliance (NDA) 
government inherited a difficult economic 
situation which was a legacy of  the last three 
years of  the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) 
government. It was good fortune, more than 

anything else that resolved these problems. 
The sharp drop in world oil prices, from more 
than $110 per barrel to less than $50 per barrel, 
continued as a bonanza for three years. It slashed 
the current account deficit, brought inflation 
under control, and helped moderate fiscal deficits. 
GDP growth also revived to an average level of  
7.5% per annum during 2014/15-2016/17.

Domestic criticism of  economic growth is 
not healthy. Nobody outside India is calling this 
a slowdown. World Bank President Jim Yong 
Kim had said yesterday that the recent slowdown 
in India’s economic growth is an “aberration” 
mainly due to the temporary disruptions in 
preparation for the Goods and Services Tax 
(GST) and it will get corrected in the coming 
months.

The key to a sustainable recovery is the 
investment cycle. The private sector is still 
struggling with excess leverage. The banks are 
struggling with bad debts. Capacity utilization 
figures show that higher demand can be met 
through existing capacity. The clean-up of  the 
banks seems to have begun in earnest, though it 
is hard to see how the job can be done in less than 
two or three years.

The macroeconomic strategy will thus have to 
delicately balance between the need to push public 
investment on the one hand and keep the fiscal 
deficit under check on the other.

Mithilesh Kumar Sinha
Nagaland University

 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1
7.6 8.4 7.4 9.2 7.9 7.5 7.0 6.1 5.7

F
ollowing the State Elections in the year 
2013, the 12th Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly, consisting of 60 Members, 
was constituted with the main political 
parties - Naga Peoples Front with 48 

seats, Bharatiya Janta Party with 4 seats along with 
8 Independent Members. Neiphiu Rio who was 
appointed as Chief Minister of the Government of  
Nagaland resigned in May 2014 in order to contest 
the Parliamentary Elections after which TR 
Zeliang took over as Chief Minister. In February 
2017, TR Zeliang resigned as Chief Minister and 
Members of the Democratic Alliance of Nagaland 
(DAN) elected Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu, who was 
President of the NPF and Chairman of DAN but 
not a Member of the Legislative Assembly then, to 
head the Government. On his assuming Office as 
Chief Minister, Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu resigned 
as Chairman of DAN but retained his position 
as President of NPF, TR Zeliang being elected as 
Chairman of DAN.
At a Meeting of DAN, which included some 
Independent Members, held on 4.7.2017, the 
following Resolutions were passed:

(1) Resolution for reaffirmation and continuance 
of TR Zeliang as Chairman, Democratic 
Alliance of Nagaland.

(2) Request to Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu, the 
Chief Minister of Nagaland to pave way for 
TR Zeliang to stake claim to  form a new 
DAN Government in Nagaland.  

(3) Empowerment of TR Zeliang to stake 
claim to form a new DAN Government in 
Nagaland.

On the same day- 4.7.2017, at a Meeting of 
the NPF Legislature Party summoned by TR 
Zeliang as Leader of the NPF Legislature 
Party which was attended by 34 MLAs, it was 
unanimously resolved as follows:

(1) Resolution for amendment of Resolution 
Dated, 20.2.2017.

(2) Resolution for reaffirmation and 
continuance of TR Zeliang, as Leader of  
NPF Legislature Party.

(3) Request to Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu, the 
Chief Minister of Nagaland, to resign and 
pave way for TR Zeliang, the  Leader of the 
NPF Legislature Party to stake claim to form 
a new  DAN Government in Nagaland in 
accordance with established  Parliamentary 
conventions. 

(4) Empowerment of TR Zeliang to stake 
claim/s to form a new DAN Government in 
Nagaland.

It was also resolved that:
(5) Appointment of Whip of NPF- In order to 

strengthen cohesion amongst the majority of  
the NPF MLAs, TR Zeliang, Leader of the 
NPF Legislature Party be appointed as the 
person authorized to issue directions to the 
NPF MLAs (Whip) for all activities on the 
floor of the Nagaland Legislative Assembly, 
under paragraph 2(1)  of the Tenth Schedule 
of the Constitution of India.

On the Speaker being duly informed by letter 
Dated, 14.7.2017 a Notification was issued on 
19.7.2017 by the Nagaland Legislative Assembly 
Secretariat that the NPF Legislature Party had 
informed the Speaker on the appointment of  
TR Zeliang as Whip of NPF w.e.f  4.7.2017. On 
receipt of the Resolutions mentioned above, the 
Governor wrote to the then Chief Minister Dr. 
Shurhozelie Liezietsu on 11.7.2017 to obtain 
Vote of Confidence on or before 15.7.2017, a 
copy of which was forwarded to the Speaker, 
Nagaland Legislative Assembly for necessary 
action regarding convening of a Session of the 
Legislative Assembly on or before 15.7.2017.

On receipt of this letter Dr. Shurhozelie 
Liezietsu filed Writ Petition (Civil) 124  of 2017 
before the Kohima Bench of the Gauhati High 
Court challenging the directive of the Governor, 
and by an interim order Dated, 14.7.2017, the 
directive of the Governor (that Dr. Shurhozelie 
Liezietsu should obtain a Vote of Confidence on 
or before 15.7.2017) was stayed. On 17.7.2017, TR 
Zeliang filed an appearance in Writ Petition (Civil) 
No. 124  of 2017, and represented his case through 
Counsel. After hearing all parties on 18.7.2017, the 
Single Judge dismissed Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu’s 
Writ Petition. A Writ Appeal filed against this 
dismissal of the Writ Petition was also rejected 
on 19.7.2017 by a Division Bench of the Gauhati 
High Court.

On receiving intimation that the Writ Petition 
had been dismissed by the High Court the 
Governor of Nagaland requested the Speaker on 
18.7.2017 to call an emergent special Session of  
the Nagaland Legislative Assembly on 19.7.2017 
to test the majority support of the then Cabinet 
headed by Chief Minister Dr. Shurhozelie 
Liezietsu.

On 19.7.2017 — the date notified by the 
Speaker for holding the Assembly Session to test 
the majority support of the Cabinet headed by the 
then Chief Minister Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu, 
neither Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu nor any member 
of his Council of Ministers were present though 
the rest of the MLAs (members of DAN) were 
present. No voting took place on 19.7.2017 and 
the Speaker adjourned the House sine die and 
reported the matter to the Governor.

On receiving intimation that the Speaker of  
the Legislative Assembly of Nagaland had been 
constrained to adjourn the Assembly Session 
called on 19.7.2017 (where neither Dr. Shurhozelie 
Liezietsu nor any Member of his Council of  
Ministers were present), the Governor of Nagaland 
by a communication Dated, 19.7.2017 dismissed 
Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu and his Ministry based 
on Clause (1) of Article 164 of the Constitution of  
India. By another Order (also Dated, 19.7.2017), 
the Governor appointed TR Zeliang as Chief  
Minister of Nagaland by virtue of powers vested 
in him under Clause (1) of Article 164 of the 
Constitution of India. The order also directed TR 
Zeliang to prove his majority on the floor of the 
House on or before 22.7.2017.

Pursuant to the Resolution of the NPF 
Legislature Party passed on 4.7.2017 appointing 
TR Zeliang as the person authorised to issue 
directions to NPF MLAs (Whip) for all activities 
on the Floor of the House of the Nagaland 
Legislative Assembly under Paragraph 2(1)  of the 
Tenth Schedule of the Constitution of India, TR 
Zeliang issued a direction (Whip) to all MLAs on 
19.7.2017 in regard to the 18th Session of the 12th 
Nagaland Legislative Assembly held from 9.30 am 
on 21.7.2017.

On 21.7.2017 at the 18th (Emergent) Session 
of the Nagaland Legislative Assembly called 
(pursuant to the order of the Governor Dated, 
19.7.2017) the Motion of Confidence moved by 
TR Zeliang as Chief Minister was put to vote 
and adopted whereby 47 voted in favour and 11 
voted against. This is duly recorded in the Bulletin 
Part-I (No.1) Dated, 21.7.2017 of the Nagaland 
Legislative Assembly (18th Emergent Session of  
Twelfth Assembly).

On 25.7.2017, a Writ Petition No. 138K of  
2017 was filed by Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu along 
with Kiyanilie Peseyie against the Speaker as 
well as against the MLAs who had voted for TR 
Zeliang at the Meeting of the Assembly Session 
held on 21.7.2017 alleging that this was in defiance 
of a Whip issued two and a half  years ago through 
letter Dated, 14.11.2014 by Kiyanilie Peseyie 
as Chief Whip of the Legislature Party of NPF. 
Notice was issued to the Respondents in this Writ 
Petition and the same is pending adjudication.

On 7.8.2017, a Petition was filed before 
the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly by 
Kiyanilie Peseyie claiming to be Chief Whip of  
the Legislature party. The ‘directions’ stated to 
be issued by the Petitioner, Kiyanilie Peseyie, 
were the directions purportedly issued through 
letter Dated, 14.11.2014, an intimation which 
was acknowledged by the Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly Secretariat in Notification Dated, 
15.11.2014 which stated that Dr.SL, President 
NPF had appointed Late Kiyanilie Peseyie as the 
Chief Whip of the Naga Peoples’ Front Legislature 
Party w.e.f. 14.11.2014. The continued validity of  
these directions had been canvassed for in Writ 
Petition 138  of 2017. The prayer in the Petition 
to the Speaker was to declare the Respondents as 
disqualified from the membership of the Nagaland 
Legislative Assembly, under Paragraph 2(1)  of the 
Tenth Schedule of the Constitution of India.

In view of the conflicting cross-directions 
issued by

1. Kiyanilie Peseyie claiming to be Chief  
Whip of the NPF through letter Dated, 
14.11.2014; which had been notified on 
15.11.2014 by the Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly Notification with effect from 
14.11.2014;

2. TR Zeliang appointed as ‘Whip’ by NPF 
Legislature party on 4.7.2017, which 
had been acknowledged and Notified on 
19.7.2017 by the Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly Secretariat with effect from 
4.7.2017;

It is pertinent to understand whether in terms 
of Paragraph 2 of the Tenth Schedule, the claims 
made in the Petition filed by Kiyanilie Peseyie is a 
legitimate and valid claim.

 
THE FOLLOWING POINTS ARE 
BEING PUT FORWARD FOR PUBLIC 
KNOWLEDGE:

(1) The two Notifications of the Nagaland 
Legislative Assembly Secretariat-the one 
Dated, 15.11.2014 and the other Notification 
Dated, 19.7.2017 make it clear as to the 
period of operation of the directions under 
each Notification. Notification Dated, 
15.11.2014 of the Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly Secretariat, Kohima, stated and 
recognized that Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu, 
President of the NPF appointed Kiyanilie 
Peseyie as the Chief Whip of the NPF 
Legislature Party w.e.f. 14.11.2014 and its 
operation remained effective until Nagaland 
Legislative Assembly Secretariat issued 
Notification Dated, 19.7.2017 wherein it 
acknowledged that the NPF Legislative 
Party had informed the Speaker of the 
appointment of TR Zeliang, Leader NPF 
Legislative Party as Whip of the NPF 
Legislative Party w.e.f. 4.7.2017.

(2) The period of operation of the direction 
contained in the first Notification of  
15.11.2014 stood superseded by the 
Notification of 19.7.2017, which recognized 
TR Zeliang, Leader of NPF Legislature 
Party as Whip of the NPF Legislature Party 
with effect from 4.7.2017.

(3) As to the matter of abstention from voting at 
the Meeting of the Assembly on 19.7.2017 
to test the majority support of the Cabinet 
headed by the then Chief Minister Dr. 
Shurhozelie Liezietsu; and matter regarding 
the votes recorded at the Meeting of the 
Assembly on 21.7.2017, the only operative 
Whip on both these dates was that of TR 
Zeliang, Leader NPF Legislature Party and 
Whip NPF Legislature Party and not that of  
Kiyanilie Peseyie.

 (4) It is an acknowledgement of the position 
that the operative Whip on both these 
dates was that of TR Zeliang and not that 
of Kiyanilie Peseyie, the clear reason being 
that the Writ Petition was filed on 25.7.2017 
by Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu and Kiyanilie 
Peseyie.

(5)  The vote of the 37 NPF Legislature Party 
MLAs in favor of TR Zeliang strictly 
conforms to the Whip issued by TR Zeliang 
on 19.7.2017 and consequently there has 
been no incurring of any disqualification 
under Paragraph 2 of the Tenth Schedule of  
the Constitution.

 (6) It is self-evident and unquestionable that a 
subsequent appointment of any person to 
any position impliedly overrides and revokes 
any prior appointment. Consequently, the 
alleged prior appointment of Kiyanilie 
Peseyie as Chief Whip of the party with 
effect from 14.11.2014 recognized by the 
Secretariat of the Legislative Assembly and 
notified on 15.11.2014 stood superseded by 
the Notification of the Secretariat of the 
Legislative Assembly Dated, 19.7.2017 with 
effect from 4.7.2017

And lastly, since the recognition by the Speaker 
in regard to the appointment of TR Zeliang as 
Leader of the NPF Legislature Party and as 
Whip of the NPF remains valid and continuing 
and was never quashed or set aside by any Court 
of Law, it is for the general public to decide on 
whether it is ignorance or hypocrisy that is driving 
Dr. Shurhozelie Liezietsu and his men to make 
false claims as Leader/Chief Whip of the NPF 
Legislature Party and/or to claim of invoking the 
provisions of Paragraph 2 of the Tenth Schedule. 
The bare plain truth is for all to know and 
understand.

Issued in public interest by:
Media Cell, CMO Nagaland

19.10.2017
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Leah Samberg | The Conversation

Seema Sirohi

ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19):  You’re feeling 
especially sensitive today. Your intuition is 
operating at a very high level. With people 
wearing their hearts on their sleeves now, 

it’s very easy to tap into others’ emotions. You and 
your mate are especially in sync, which will make for a 
wonderful evening. Take advantage of  the aspects and 
broach a sensitive subject you’ve wanted to discuss.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): You’re in a 
fun and festive mood with today’s planetary 
aspects. Tonight you should plan a house 
full of  people, because you’re going to need 

an audience. Your flair for drama is working overtime. 
You’ll have jokes to tell and anecdotes to pass on. Your 
guests will appreciate the free floorshow!

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): This is a 
good day for meditation. You’ve probably 
been trying to distract yourself  from unre-
solved issues through shopping or eating. Try 

taking some time today to think about what’s really 
bothering you. It would do you some good to get out-
side and connect with nature. Try taking a long walk 
in a park. You’re much more likely to find perspective 
there than at the mall.

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): Your cre-
ativity is at a peak, though you may not be 
aware of  it due to your focus on your work 
and social life. But don’t be surprised if  you 

have a vision, seemingly from out of  the blue. You’ll 
likely feel inspired to stop what you’re doing and paint 
or write. Excuse yourself  and spend some time alone 
with your muse. You’ll be delighted with the results.

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): Try to be careful 
of  missing the forest for the trees today. You 
may be concentrating on a detail in your per-
sonal or professional life that isn’t as crucial 

to the big picture as you think. This kind of  obsessive 
thinking is probably keeping you from progressing. Let 
it go. Sometimes it’s necessary to sacrifice a battle in 
order to win the war.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): You might feel 
as though your head is in the clouds today. 
After the frantic pace you’ve kept up at work, 
your mind has decided to take some time off. 

People may have to repeat questions several times be-
fore you respond. They’ll think you’re funny, and so 
should you. Try to relax and have fun in your dizzy 
state!

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): Expect to hear 
from people you haven’t heard from in some 
time. Make a cup of tea and savor every cor-
respondence. You could feel nostalgic for the 

“good old days” when life seemed simpler and more of  
your friends were nearby. Pick up the phone and give one 
of them a call. Your old pal will be delighted to hear from 
you.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21):   Try to be 
extra patient and affectionate toward your loved 
ones today. A child, lover, or pet needs some of  
the special attention and reassurance that only 

you can provide. Try to make this a priority over profes-
sional obligations. Remember that your loved ones are the 
most important things in your life. When you need them, 
they’ll always be there for you!

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21):  Your 
intuition is quite high right now, enabling you to 
accurately tune in to others’ hopes and dreams. 
This can be a bit tricky in a social situation, how-

ever. Someone could be saying one thing when you know 
they’re thinking something else! Don’t dwell on other peo-
ple’s thoughts too much. Instead, direct your thoughts to 
how happy you are now.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19):  It’s likely 
that you’ve been feeling the urge to exercise your 
imagination. As much as you enjoy your pro-
fession, there isn’t much chance to stretch your 

mind and show your creative visual side. With some time 
off, you could pick up paints and brushes or pen and paper 
and begin an art project of some kind. With all the houseg-
uests and visitors dropping by, expect encouragement!

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): This is a good 
day to let go. If  someone has hurt or disappoint-
ed you, it’s time to forgive and move on. Hold-
ing a grudge isn’t going to get you anywhere. In 
fact, it’s probably eating away at your heart and 

keeping you from moving ahead in other areas. If  things 
are meant to work out with this person, they will. If  they 
don’t, it isn’t meant to be.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20): Resist the urge to go on a 
shopping spree today. You’re likely to make im-
pulsive purchases. You may be trying to fill a 
void or compensate for another area of your life 
that isn’t going as well as you’d like. Try instead 

to do a little meditation and bring the real problem into 
clearer focus. Take a walk or do some yoga. It will do your 
spirit more good than the mall.

A
round the globe, about 815 mil-
lion people – 11 percent of  the 
world’s population – went hun-
gry in 2016, according to the 
latest data from the United Na-

tions. This was the first increase in more than 
15 years.

Between 1990 and 2015, due largely to a 
set of  sweeping initiatives by the global com-
munity, the proportion of  undernourished 
people in the world was cut in half. In 2015, 
U.N. member countries adopted the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals, which doubled down 
on this success by setting out to end hunger 
entirely by 2030. But a recent U.N. report 
shows that, after years of  decline, hunger is 
on the rise again.

As evidenced by nonstop news coverage 
of  floods, fires, refugees and violence, our 
planet has become a more unstable and less 
predictable place over the past few years. As 
these disasters compete for our attention, they 
make it harder for people in poor, marginal-
ized and war-torn regions to access adequate 
food.

I study decisions that smallholder farmers 
and pastoralists, or livestock herders, make 
about their crops, animals and land. These 
choices are limited by lack of  access to serv-
ices, markets or credit; by poor governance or 
inappropriate policies; and by ethnic, gender 
and educational barriers. As a result, there is 
often little they can do to maintain secure or 

sustainable food production in the face of  cri-
ses.

The new U.N. report shows that to reduce 
and ultimately eliminate hunger, simply mak-
ing agriculture more productive will not be 
enough. It also is essential to increase the op-
tions available to rural populations in an un-
certain world.

Conflict and climate change threaten rural 
livelihoods
Around the world, social and political insta-
bility are on the rise. Since 2010, state-based 
conflict has increased by 60 percent and 
armed conflict within countries has increased 
by 125 percent. More than half  of  the food-
insecure people identified in the U.N. report 
(489 million out of  815 million) live in coun-
tries with ongoing violence. More than three-
quarters of  the world’s chronically malnour-
ished children (122 million of  155 million) 
live in conflict-affected regions.

At the same time, these regions are expe-
riencing increasingly powerful storms, more 
frequent and persistent drought and more var-
iable rainfall associated with global climate 
change. These trends are not unrelated. 

Conflict-torn communities are more vul-
nerable to climate-related disasters, and crop 
or livestock failure due to climate can contrib-
ute to social unrest.

War hits farmers especially hard. Conflict 
can evict them from their land, destroy crops 
and livestock, prevent them from acquiring 
seed and fertilizer or selling their produce, 
restrict their access to water and forage, and 

disrupt planting or harvest cycles. Many con-
flicts play out in rural areas characterized by 
smallholder agriculture or pastoralism. These 
small-scale farmers are some of  the most 
vulnerable people on the planet. Supporting 
them is one of  the U.N.‘s key strategies for 
reaching its food security targets.

Disrupted and displaced
Without other options to feed themselves, 
farmers and pastoralists in crisis may be 
forced to leave their land and communities. 
Migration is one of  the most visible coping 
mechanisms for rural populations who face 
conflict or climate-related disasters.

Globally, the number of  refugees and in-
ternally displaced persons doubled between 
2007 and 2016. Of the estimated 64 million 
people who are currently displaced, more 
than 15 million are linked to one of  the 
world’s most severe conflict-related food cri-
ses in Syria, Yemen, Iraq, South Sudan, Ni-
geria and Somalia.

Wile migrating is uncertain and difficult, 
those with the fewest resources may not even 
have that option. New research by my col-
leagues at the University of  Minnesota shows 
that the most vulnerable populations may be 
“trapped” in place, without the resources to 
migrate.

Displacement due to climate disasters also 
feeds conflict. Drought-induced migration in 
Syria, for example, has been linked to the 
conflict there, and many militants in Nigeria 
have been identified as farmers displaced by 
drought.

Supporting rural communities
To reduce world hunger in the long term, 
rural populations need sustainable ways to 
support themselves in the face of  crisis. This 
means investing in strategies to support rural 
livelihoods that are resilient, diverse and in-
terconnected.

Many large-scale food security initia-
tives supply farmers with improved crop and 
livestock varieties, plus fertilizer and other 
necessary inputs. This approach is crucial, 
but can lead farmers to focus most or all of  
their resources on growing more productive 
maize, wheat or rice. Specializing in this way 
increases risk. If  farmers cannot plant seed 
on time or obtain fertilizers, or if  rains fail, 
they have little to fall back on.

Increasingly, agricultural research and 
development agencies, NGOs and aid pro-
grams are working to help farmers maintain 
traditionally diverse farms by providing fi-
nancial, agronomic and policy support for 
production and marketing of  native crop and 
livestock species. Growing many different lo-
cally adapted crops provides for a range of  
nutritional needs and reduces farmers’ risk 
from variability in weather, inputs or timing.

While investing in agriculture is viewed as 
the way forward in many developing regions, 
equally important is the ability of  farmers to 
diversify their livelihood strategies beyond 
the farm. Income from off-farm employment 
can buffer farmers against crop failure or live-
stock loss, and is a key component of  food 
security for many agricultural households.

Training, education, and literacy pro-

grams allow rural people to access a greater 
range of  income and information sources. 
This is especially true for women, who are 
often more vulnerable to food insecurity than 
men.

Conflict also tears apart rural communi-
ties, breaking down traditional social struc-
tures. These networks and relationships 
facilitate exchanges of  information, goods 
and services, help protect natural resources, 
and provide insurance and buffering mecha-
nisms.

In many places, one of  the best ways to 
bolster food security is by helping farmers 
connect to both traditional and innovative 
social networks, through which they can 
pool resources, store food, seed and inputs 
and make investments. Mobile phones en-
able farmers to get information on weather 
and market prices, work cooperatively with 
other producers and buyers and obtain aid, 
agricultural extension or veterinary services. 
Leveraging multiple forms of  connectivity is 
a central strategy for supporting resilient live-
lihoods.

In the past two decades the world has 
come together to fight hunger. This effort has 
produced innovations in agriculture, technol-
ogy and knowledge transfer. Now, however, 
the compounding crises of  violent conflict 
and a changing climate show that this ap-
proach is not enough. In the planet’s most 
vulnerable places, food security depends not 
just on making agriculture more productive, 
but also on making rural livelihoods diverse, 
interconnected and adaptable.

G
oogle on Thursday dedicated 
a special Doodle to mark the 
107th birth anniverary of  India-
born US scientist Subrahmanyan 
Chandrasekhar who became the 

first astrophysicist to win the Nobel Prize for his 
treatise on the evolution of  stars along with Wil-
laim A. Fowler in 1983.

The animated Goodle (Google + Doo-
dle) set against a dark starry backdrop shows 
a weighing scale in which a dwarf  star on one 
side is trying to overcome the limit of  1.44 on 
the other - central to what was known as the 
“Chandrasekhar Limit”.

As a young student, Chandrasekhar au-
thored his first scientific paper, “Thermody-
namics of  Compton Scattering with reference 
to the Interior of  Stars”.

Later, inspired by Fowler’s works on the 
stability of  White Dwarfs, he studied the final 
stages of  stellar evolution and the fate of  a star 
after its nuclear fuel is exhausted.

He explained that after the star is bereft of  

its nuclear fuels, an inward gravitational col-
lapse occurs which is normally stopped by the 
outward pressure exerted by the star’s highly-
compressed and ionized gases.

At this stage, the star converts into an ex-
tremely dense white dwarf  with a peculiarity 
whereby the greater its mass, the smaller its ra-
dius. This situation excludes massive stars from 
turning into white dwarfs and Chandrasekhar 
showed maximum mass of  a stable white dwarf  
star. His theory, known as “Chandrasekhar 
Limit”, said the mass of  a white dwarf  could 
not exceed 1.44 times that of  the sun and his 
calculations threw new light on Supernovas, 
Neutron stars and Black Holes.

Born on October 19, 1910 in a Tamil family 
of  Lahore in today’s Pakistan, Chandrasekhar 
was the nephew of another Indian scientific 
stalwart and 1920 Nobel laureate, Sir Chan-
drasekhara Venkata Raman, who is renowned 
for his work in the area of  scattering of  light 
called “Raman Effect”.

Chandrasekhar also contributed to the study 

of  the theory of  colliding gravitational waves. 
Later NASA honoured him by naming its top 
X-ray observatory as the “Chandra X-ray Ob-
servatory”.

Penning his first scientific paper at the age 
of  20, on the theory of  evolution of  stars, he 
joined the University of  Chicago as a Deputy 
Professor at the age of  26, and worked there 
throughout his career till retirement in 1980.

He migrated to the US in 1937. In 1944, he 
was elected to the Royal Society of  London, 
at age 34. After marriage with Lalitha Do-
raiswamy in 1936, the couple became US citi-
zens.

Continuing as a researcher after superan-
nuation, in 1983 Chandrasekhar wrote his re-
nowned mathematical theory on Black Holes 
which were first discovered in 1972.

After an illustrious scientific career, Chan-
drasekhar passed away in Chicago following a 
heart attack on August 21, 1995. His wife ex-
pired in 2013 at the age of  102.

IANS

My life is a one-way, second chance ride.
My destiny is what He makes me decide
Wit’ the freewill to choose wrong or right,
And be of the dark world or wit’ the Light.

I turn regrets into lessons I should learn.
The past is gone; I cannot make a U-turn
And go back to reclaim all my lost years,
When I became the reason o’ much tears.

My ride’s slow & bumpy; the road narrow;
I know not what awaits for me tomorrow;
Wind of adversity blows against my face,

That shan’t deter me to keep up my pace.
Milestones of memories I leave behind.
Of the bitter past I choose not to rewind;
For w’at was done then, can’t be undone.
W’at matters is now & it too will be gone!

Of the sharp bends of ugly circumstance,
T’at put my progress into a state o’ trance,
I know I can count on His Help and Grace,
And He alone shall let me finish this race!

A. Anato Swu
Satakha town, Zunheboto

R
ex Tillerson’s speech is 
the latest indication that 
the Trump administra-
tion, despite its many 
domestic distractions, is 

clear-eyed on India.
Washington: US secretary of  

state Rex Tillerson, comparing the 
rise of  India and China, accused 
Beijing of  undermining international 
law, using “predatory” financial tac-
tics and burying smaller countries in 
debt, and praised India as a “beacon” 
of  a rules-based order.

Tillerson called the US and India 
“two bookends of  stability” in the 
Indo-Pacific region where China’s 
“provocative actions” directly chal-
lenge the norms of  international or-
der. It was a clear and counter vision 
to one propagated by Beijing.

A “quiet conversation” has al-
ready begun among Asian nations, 
he said, to create alternative financ-
ing mechanisms for countries caught 
between China’s financial muscle and 
their need for development.

“The world’s centre of  gravity is 
shifting to the heart of  the Indo-Pacif-
ic. The US and India with our shared 
goals of  peace, security, freedom of  
navigation and a free and open archi-
tecture must serve as the eastern and 
western beacons of  the Indo-Pacific,” 
Tillerson said, days before he lands in 
New Delhi. He is also stopping in Pa-
kistan, Saudi Arabia and Qatar.

He called Pakistan an “impor-
tant partner” but added that it must 
take “decisive action against terrorist 
groups” based within its borders. Lat-

former CEO of ExxonMobil, Tiller-
son knows how financial deals can be 
structured with “very subtle triggers” 
that result in default and the conver-
sion of  debt to equity – precisely the 
way China has gained in Sri Lanka 
and will very soon in Pakistan.

To strengthen the security archi-
tecture in Asia, Tillerson advocated 
an expansion of  the US-India-Japan 
trilateral to include Australia, a coun-
try New Delhi has a difficult time 
trusting because of  its wavering views 
on China. The original “quad” or the 
“concert” of  democracies did include 
Australia until Canberra caved in to 
Chinese pressure under a Mandarin-
speaking prime minister.

While the US pins one side of  the 
Indo-Pacific and India the other with 
Japan in the middle, there was a need 
for an “important pinpoint” in the 
South Pacific, which Australia could 
do, Tillerson argued.

In another interesting comment, 
Tillerson said India had done a 
“real accounting” of  its “history of  
relationships” and how they served 
India’s advancement or didn’t. It 
seemed to have come to the same 
conclusion as the US – a democratic 
partner was more valuable.

The Indo-US relationship is built 
on “shared values” and it was de-
cided “this is where we want to go.” 
This was a clear reading of  the Modi 
government’s steady move towards 
the US.

Seema Sirohi is a Washington DC-
based commentator

er, in answer to a question, Tillerson 
implied that stability in Afghanistan 
was not linked to the resolution of  In-
dia-Pakistan issues, contrary to what 
the Pakistanis and many US experts 
say. Peace in Afghanistan must come 
first because it will stabilise the re-
gion and create “better” conditions 
for India-Pakistan relations, not vice 
versa.

“We intend to work closely with 
India and with Pakistan to, we hope, 
ease tensions along their border 
as well,” adding that Pakistan had 
“two very troubled borders.” His 
comments on Pakistan were few and 
the speech was titled ‘Defining Our 
Relationship with India for the Next 
Century.‘

It is significant that Tillerson 
chose to make his first major foreign 
speech on India, where he is expected 
on Tuesday (October 24) for impor-
tant bilateral talks. No other country, 
including NATO allies, has had the 
benefit of  consistency of  messag-
ing and positive signaling from the 
Trump administration than India. 
Tillerson’s speech was another indi-
cation that this administration, de-

spite its many domestic distractions 
and dramas, is clear-eyed on India. 
President Donald Trump set the tone 
when he called India “a true friend” 
as he welcomed Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi to the White House 
in June.

Every iteration since, including a 
speech by vice president Mike Pence 
to the US-India Business Council and 
Congressional testimonies of  defence 
secretary James Mattis on South 
Asia, has built on the narrative. Tiller-
son’s speech has now placed the Indo-
US partnership as a direct response to 
China’s moves.

The speech was a “compare and 
contrast” of  the two Asian giants – 
India as a valued partner and fellow 
traveler, China as an outlier threaten-
ing smaller countries. It should clear 
lingering fears of  an impending India-
Pakistan hyphenation. If  anything, it 
was an India-China hyphenation, an 
equivalence that drives Beijing batty.

“China, while rising alongside 
India, has done so less responsibly, at 
times undermining the international, 
rules-based order even as countries 
like India operate within a frame-

work that protects other nations’ sov-
ereignty,” Tillerson said in a direct 
indictment.

“We will never have the same re-
lationship with China, a non-demo-
cratic society, that we can have with 
a major democracy,” he added in an-
swer to a question on the “complex 
power geometry” in Asia.

This stark differentiation between 
China and India will, no doubt, be 
music to New Delhi’s ears and a sonic 
boom in Beijing where Chinese Presi-
dent Xi Jinping is anointing himself  
for his next term at the 19th Party 
Congress. Tillerson’s comments on 
China’s expansionist policies were 
the most explicit thus far by a Trump 
administration official. They came af-
ter Mattis chided China in testimony 
to the US Congress for “dictating 
one belt, one road” (OBOR) to other 
countries when in a globalised world, 
there were “many belts and many 
roads.”

Between Tillerson and Mattis, 
the Trump administration policy on 
OBOR appears to be evolving from 
grudging acceptance in the early days 
to active disagreement, even opposi-

tion. The realisation has come af-
ter nine months of  discussions with 
other countries, including India and 
Japan, and exchanges with financial 
experts.

India was the only major country 
not to attend the OBOR summit in 
Beijing. New Delhi’s opposition to 
OBOR was based on specific issues 
of  sovereignty, transparency and fi-
nancing methods. It would appear 
that India has succeeded in persuad-
ing Washington to a great extent be-
cause Tillerson’s criticisms echoed 
many points India has made about 
OBOR.

He urged countries enthralled by 
OBOR to think of  how to “retain 
your sovereignty” and the longer 
term ability to “control the devel-
opment” of  their economy. “What 
we’re promoting is you retain your 
sovereignty, you retain your commit-
ment to a rules-based order, we will 
come with other options for you.”

He honed in on China’s “financial 
mechanisms”, which result in “sad-
dling them with enormous levels of  
debt” while creating no jobs because 
foreign workers are brought in. As a 

World Hunger is Increasing Thanks to Wars and Climate Change

ONE-WAY, SECOND 
CHANCE RIDE

Rise of India and China Vastly Different in 
Method, Respect for International Law: Tillerson

Google honours astrophysicist Chandrasekhar with doodle 

Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION
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News iN Brief
Three, including nine-month-old, 
killed in road accident
Jaipur, Oct. 19 (PTI): Three people, including a 
nine- month-old girl, were killed and a woman injured 
today after their scooter collided with a trolley on the 
Jaipur-Delhi highway here, the police said. The accident 
occurred early on Diwali morning when they were going 
to a temple. The injured, Jaya (18), has been admitted to 
a hospital, they said. Rachna (28), her daughter Bhavika, 
and Deepa (48) were killed in the collision, the police said, 
adding that the trolley driver has been arrested. The bodies 
were handed over to family members after postmortem.

11 persons booked for bursting 
crackers in Chandigarh
Chandigarh, Oct. 19 (PTI): Eleven people have been 
booked here for allegedly bursting crackers in violation 
of  a court directive that crackers could be burnt only 
on Diwali evening, the police said today. The police has 
registered cases against 11 unidentified persons in different 
parts of the city for bursting crackers last night. Last week, 
the Punjab and Haryana High Court had directed that 
crackers could be burnt only between 6.30 PM to 9.30 
PM on Diwali day in Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh. 
No arrests have been made.

14-year-old burned to death, three 
booked
Sambhal, Oct. 19 (PTI): A 14-year-old boy died after 
three brothers allegedly sprinkled kerosene on him and set 
him afire, police said today. A case has been registered on 
the basis of a complaint filed by the boy’s family members, 
they said. Circle officer Gunnaur Sudesh Kumar said 
the incident happened at Dabtara village last evening. 
“Ram Prasad in his complaint has alleged that his 
grandson Yogendra had gone to a temple to offer prayers. 
There three youngsters (brothers) Chhotu, Sugarpal and 
Dharampal allegedly sprinkled kerosene on him, and set 
him afire. Yogendra was taken to Aligarh for treatment, 
where he succumbed to his injuries,” Kumar said. The 
body has been sent for post-mortem examination. 

Telangana legislature’s session 
from October 27
Hyderabad, Oct. 19 (PTI): The winter session of  the 
Telangana legislature will commence here from October 
27. Governor E S L Narasimhan issued a notification last 
last night summoning both the houses of the legislature. 
According to a statement issued by Chief  Minister K 
Chandrasekhar Rao’s office, the state cabinet will meet on 
October 23 and discuss various issues to be raised in the 
legislature and also bills to be introduced. The Business 
Advisory Committee (BAC) of  the legislature would 
meet on October 26 and decide on the duration of the 
session, a government release had earlier said. Rao has 
decided to put forth a proposal that the schedule for the 
legislature session be prepared for a month with at least 
15 to 20 working days, it had said. The treasury benches 
are expected to pass fresh resolutions on key issues like 
bifurcation of the High Court (between Andhra Pradesh 
and Telangana) and send them to the Centre for approval.  
The other issues on which fresh resolutions are expected 
include increasing reservation for minorities and STs in 
jobs and education, income tax exemption for employees 
of  state-run Singareni Collieries and establishment of  
AIIMS in Telangana.

Bridge collapse in Himachal injures five
Shimla, Oct. 19 (IANS): At least five people were injured 
when a crucial concrete bridge linking Chamba town in 
Himachal Pradesh with Pathankot in Punjab collapsed 
on Thursday, an official said. It is unclear what caused the 
collapse of the bridge midway on the Chamba-Pathankot 
national highway. The double-lane bridge is located in 
Parel, just six kilometers from Chamba town and some 
450 km from Shimla. A mini truck loaded with bricks was 
still stranded on the collapsed bridge. “We have ordered 
an inquiry,” Deputy Commissioner Sudesh Mokhta 
told IANS. He said the injured had been admitted to a 
hospital in Chamba. Police said four vehicles, including 
a mini truck, crashed into the concrete bridge, located on 
the Ravi river. The bridge, the crucial link to Tissa in the 
district, was inaugurated by Chief  Minister Virbhadra 
Singh in 2005.

Two wagons of goods train derail; 
departmental probe ordered
Mathura, Oct. 19 (PTI): Two wagons of a Chattishgarh 
bound goods train coming from Alwar, derailed today 
afternoon as it was entering the Mathura Junction yard 
following which a probe has been ordered, a senior official 
said. “Train traffic on the Mathura Alwar route remained 
unaffected. However, a departmental probe has been 
ordered into the incident,” Gaurav Bansal, Chief Public 
Relation Officer (CPRO), North Central Railway, said. It 
was a minor derailment, however, DRM Agra, Rangan 
Yadav, reached the spot to supervise rescue operation, he 
said. According to Bansal, the train’s coaches were empty 
and a trolley of the wagon that got separated from the 
wheels, fell sideways on empty area.

Modi celebrates Diwali with soldiers 
on LoC, calls them ‘my family’

Rahul asked us to avoid making personal 
comments against BJP leaders — Parameshwara

Death toll in Odisha’s cracker 
factory blast rises to eight

PM should 
clarify his 
stand on 
Taj Mahal 
row — NCP

66% decline in child mortality rate but most 
new-born still die in india — UN report 

Gurez (Jammu and Kashmir), 
Oct. 19 (IANS): Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi on Thursday 
celebrated Diwali with soldiers in 
this idyllic valley of  Jammu and 
Kashmir, telling them how he gets 
engergised by spending time with 
the Armed Forces which he called 
“my family”.

Dressed like soldiers in mili-
tary camouflage, Modi sported 
a black aviator on his eyes and 
spent nearly two hours with the 
troops in the Gurez valley near 
the Line of Control (LoC) -- the de 
facto border that divides Jammu 
and Kashmir between India and 
Pakistan.

He offered sweets and gifts 
and exchanged greetings with 
them, appreciating the sacrifices 
of armed forces in protecting the 
country.

He said like everyone else he 
too wished to spend Diwali with 
his family.

“Therefore, I came here to be 
with you because you are my fam-
ily. When I shake hands with you, 
you may think it is a formality. 
But it is not a formality for me. I 
get new energy,” he said in his ad-
dress to the gathering of the men 
in uniform.

The Prime Minister said he 
had been told that the soldiers on 
the borders regularly practice yoga 
which would “definitely enhance 

their abilities, and give them a 
sense of calm”.

He said soldiers who leave 
the armed forces after completing 
their duty tenure “can become 
excellent yoga trainers”.

In the visitors’ book, Modi 

wrote: “Protecting the Mother-
land, far from your loved ones, 
displaying the highest traditions of  
sacrifice, all soldiers at the nation’s 
borders, are symbols of  bravery 
and dedication.

“I have an opportunity to 

spend the festival of  Diwali with 
you. The presence of  brave sol-
diers at the border, on this festive 
occasion, lights the lamp of hope, 
and generates new energy among 
crores of Indians.”

The Prime Minister, according 

to an official statement, spoke of  
the new resolve that each Indian 
citizen must make for 2022 -- the 
75th anniversary of  Independ-
ence.

“To accomplish the dream 
of  ‘New India’, this is a golden 
opportunity for all of  us to work 
together. The Army too is a part 
of it.”

He also said that the central 
government was committed to 
the “welfare and the betterment” 
of the military personnel, in every 
way possible.

He mentioned about the im-
plementation of One Rank, One 
Pension, which had been pending 
for decades.

The Chief  of  Army Staff, 
Gen. B.S. Rawat, and other senior 
Army Officers were present on the 
occasion.

The Prime Minister arrived at 
the Dawar Brigade headquarters 
of the Army in the border town of  
Gurez, some 130 km from Srina-
gar, in north Kashmir’s Bandipore 
district. 

Gurez is the gateway to Gilgit-
Baltistan, part of the Jammu and 
Kashmir under Pakistani control. 

This is the fourth successive 
Diwali Modi celebrated with 
soldiers. In 2014, months after he 
took the power, Modi spent the 
festival at Siachen, the world’s 
highest battlefield.

Bengaluru, Oct. 19 (PTI): Karnata-
ka Congress leader G Parameshwara 
today said Rahul Gandhi has ad-
vised state party leaders against 
making personal comments on 
opposition BJP leaders and instead 
engage them on national and local 
issues in run up to the next year’s 
assembly elections.

KPCC leaders including Para-
meshwara, Chief Minister Siddara-
maiah and Karnataka party incharge 
and AICC General Secretary K C 
Venugopal had met Gandhi in New 
Delhi on October 12 to discuss the 
poll strategy.

Veteran Congress leaders Mal-
likarjun Kharge, Oscar Fernandes 
and B K Hariprasad also attended 
the meeting.

Parameshwara said the AICC 
vice president advised them not to 
make personal comments against 

BJP leaders but corner them on 
national and local issues.

Parameshwara also said Gandhi 
has asked KPCC leaders including 
Chief  Minister Siddaramaiah and 
him to avoid making conflicting 
statements in the media especially 
on the issue of  selection of  party 
candidates for the election.

“We told Rahulji that we do 
not have any differences, which is 
evident in our discussions with him 
everytime we met.

Maybe, it is a creation of  the 
opposition or somebody,” he told 
PTI here.

Media reports have suggested 
differences between Siddaramaiah 
and Parameshwara on selection of  
candidates.

The senior Congress leader also 
said that Gandhi discussed the 
political scenario in Karnataka and 

delineated the poll strategy to retain 
power. The Congress vice president 
also stressed the need for raising 
awareness about the state govern-
ment’s achievements among public, 
Parameshwara said.

“Rahulji has also advised us to 
meet people and inform them about 
the government’s efforts in imple-
menting welfare schemes and seek 
their blessings so as to do more for 
them,” he said.

Asked about the chances of  
Congress winning the 2018 election, 
Parameshwara sounded optimistic 
and claimed the Siddaramaiah 
government has given a clean and 
corruption-free governance.

“The BJP is merely levelling 
corruption charges against us but 
not proving them. In the case of  
Yeddyurappa and a few BJP minis-
ters, they went to jail after we proved 

the charges with documentary evi-
dence.” 

The Lokayukta court had on Oc-
tober 15, 2011 remanded Karnataka 
BJP unit chief BS Yeddyurappa in 
judicial custody in cases relating to 
alleged irregularities in denotifica-
tion of government land, and sent 
him to Parappana Agrahara Central 
jail here.

Yeddyurappa, under whom the 
BJP formed its first-ever government 
in the south in 2008 elections, had 
to relinquish the chief  minister’s 
post following his indictment in the 
Lokayukta report on illegal mining 
submitted on July, 2011 by then anti-
corruption ombudsman Santosh He-
gde.  Parameshwara claimed, “I feel, 
we provided good governance as we 
have more money in the budget and 
are able to spend it on agriculture, 
education and health.”

Bhubaneswar, Oct. 19 (PTI): The death toll 
in the explosion at an illegal firecracker fac-
tory in Odisha’s Balasore district rose to eight 
today with two more persons succumbing to 
burn injuries, officials said.

The massive explosion at the illegal fire-
cracker factory at Bahabalpur had claimed 
the lives of six persons and left nine seriously 
injured last night. Seven of the injured had 
been shifted to Sriram Chandra Bhanj (SCB) 
Medical College and Hospital at Cuttack.

“Seven of those injured in the explosion 
had been received at our hospital and of  
them, two persons with critical burn died 
during treatment,” Superintendent of SCB 
Medical College and and Hospital, Prof  
Shyama Kanungo, said.

She said a medical board comprising spe-
cialists from different departments, including 
surgery and plastic surgery, has been formed 
to ensure proper treatment for the five injured 
persons, whose condition is highly critical.

In the aftermath of the explosion, Direc-
tor General of Police R P Sharma suspended 
Santosh Behera, the Inspector In- Charge 
of  Bahabalapur marine police station, for 
dereliction of duty.

The explosion took place last evening 
when firecrackers were being made in the 
house at Bahabalpur, around 12 km from 

the district headquarters town of Balasore.
Six persons, whose bodies were recov-

ered, had died on the spot, Balasore district 
collector Pramod Kumar Das said.

“The crackers were being made in an 
unauthorised manner without any legal 
license,” Das said.

Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik had an-
nounced Rs two lakh each as ex-gratia for 
the families of those killed in the explosion.

He also said Rs 50,000 would be given 
as assistance to those who suffered critical 
injuries and free medical treatment would be 
provided to all injured persons.

Terming the incident as unfortunate, Pat-
naik ordered stringent action against those 
responsible for the explosion.

An inquiry into the incident has been 
launched and police personnel, fire brigade 
and Odisha Disaster Rapid Action Froce 
(ODRAF) were present at the site. Forensic 
experts were also being sent to the spot, po-
lice said. Locals said the impact of the explo-
sion was so severe that the structure, where 
the firecrackers were being made, was blown 
up and suffered extensive damage.

Most of the bodies were severely burnt 
and difficult to recognise, they said. 

Police said the exact cause of the incident 
would be ascertained after the investigation.

Mumbai, Oct. 19 (PTI): 
The NCP today asked 
Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi to make clear his 
stand over the Taj Mahal 
controversy.

“ T h e  R S S,  i n  i t s 
shakhas, gives out false 
preachings to people who 
are later inducted in the 
BJP and given constitu-
tional posts. If  what these 
people are saying is true, 
the prime minister should 
openly state that it is true,” 
NCP spokesperson Nawab 
Malik told PTI.

“(But) If  what they 
are saying it is wrong, 
then strict action should 
be taken against them for 
trying to communalise the 
society,” he said.

Malik claimed that the 
controversy over the 17th 
century architectural mar-
vel is a well thought out 
plan by the BJP to divert 
attention from issues such 
as rising inflation, unem-
ployment and deteriorat-
ing economy.

The  wor ld - famous 
monument has recently 
been in the crosshairs 
of  controversy with BJP 
MLA Sangeet Som ques-
tioning its place in India’s 
heritage. 

Sen ior  BJP  l eader 
Vinay Katiyar yesterday 
said the Taj Mahal was 
originally a Lord Shiva’s 
temple called ‘Tejo Mahal’ 
which was converted into 
a mausoleum by Emperor 
Shahjahan.

New Delhi, Oct. 19 (IANS): India 
has witnessed 66 per cent decline in 
the under-five mortality rate from 
1990 to 2015 but most of the new-
born deaths -- 24 per cent of all -- still 
occur in the country, according to a 
new UN report.

With the reduction, India has 
met one of  its Millennium Devel-
opment Goal (MDG) targets of  
curbing by two-thirds the under-five 
death rate, according to the sur-
very -- Levels and Trends in Child 
Mortality 2017 -- conducted by the 
UNICEF and released globally on 
Thursday. 

The report acknowledged that 
there has been “a recent acceleration 
with a faster decline in reduction of  
mortality for the girl child in the last 
five years” but “the under-five mor-
tality for girls in India remains 12.5 
per cent higher than the boys”.

Globally this is seven per cent 
higher for the boys.

The UN report said there was a 
need for equitable access to health 
care for every girl child in India 
which “warrants an intensification 

of our combined efforts to bridge this 
gap and ensure an equitable access to 
health care for the girl child”.

“Even in the states that have met 
the MDG targets, there are persist-
ent gender inequities. The right of a 
female child to care is often compro-
mised due to cultural barriers and 
prevalent social norms.”

The report highlighted that a 
major barrier in seeking healthcare 
for the girl child was the high out-of-
pocket expenses.

“To address this, the government 
has made free health-care an entitle-
ment for every child, with the provi-
sion of  free transport, drugs and 
treatment for every child till one year 
of age. Despite these efforts, female 
admissions in the special new-born 
care units are 41 per cent while male 
admissions are 59 per cent.”

Cultural barriers in seeking 
healthcare for the girl child also 
needed to be addressed, the report 
recommended.

“The issue of neglect of the girl 
child is much broader and needs 
interventions beyond health, to also 

address the social norms and cultural 
practices. This would require work-
ing at the policy level and with key 
influencers in civil society, to create 
an enabling environment around the 
need to enhance the value of girls. 

“At the community level it would 
also involve building awareness and 
engaging communities around the 
discourse on this important issue.”

The report stressed that invest-
ment in the education of  the girl 
child was crucial and acknowledged 
that Prime Minster Narendra Modi’s 
“Beti Bachao Beti Padhao” scheme 
could be used for addressing the 
prevailing negative social norms 
towards the girl child in India.

The report also found that the 
maternal mortality ratio (MMR) 
has declined by 68 per cent during 
the MDG period while the global 
decline was more modest at 44 per 
cent.

However, the burden on ac-
cournt of MMR remained high due 
to wide variation among states and 
also at sub-state level. In states like 
Assam, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, 

Bihar and Madhya Pradesh the 
maternal mortality ratio “is much 
higher -- around 79 maternal deaths 
more, per 100,000 live births than the 
national average”.

Globally the report said the 
number of children dying before the 
age of five was at a new low - 5.6 mil-
lion in 2016, compared with nearly 
9.9 million in 2000. But the pro-
portion of under-five deaths in the 
newborn period has increased from 
41 per cent to 46 per cent during the 
same period at the global level.

“Every day in 2016, 15,000 chil-
dren died before their fifth birthday, 
46 per cent of them - or 7,000 babies 
- died in the first 28 days of life.” 

It said most newborn deaths 
occurred in two regions: South Asia 
(39 per cent) and sub-Saharan Africa 
(38 per cent). 

“Five countries accounted for 
half  of  all new-born deaths: India 
(24 per cent), Pakistan (10 per cent), 
Nigeria (nine per cent), the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo (four 
per cent) and Ethiopia (three per 
cent).”

PTI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi celebrating the Diwali with the jawans of  the Indian Army and BSF, in the Gurez Valley, near the 
Line of Control, in Jammu and Kashmir, on Thursday. 

Fire breaks out at central Kolkata building, SBI office gutted
Kolkata, Oct. 19 (PTI): A 
massive fire broke out today 
on the 16th floor of a com-
mercial building in central 
Kolkata, gutting the global 
market office of  the State 
Bank of India (SBI).

Thirteen fire tenders 
were pressed into service 
to douse the flames that 
originated from the server 
room of  the SBI’s global 
department at the Jeevan 
Sudha building, a fire bri-
gade official said.

“Fire that broke out at 
around 10.20 AM was fi-
nally controlled and extin-
guished at about 7.15 PM 
after about nine hours of  
operation,” he said, adding 
that no injury or casualty 
was reported in the inci-
dent.

City police officials said 
normal traffic has been re-

stored around the build-
ing after the fire was extin-

guished.
“The furniture and 

computer peripherals were 
damaged in the fire but 

there was no fear of  data 
loss as the files were stored 
in the disaster recovery 
cells of  Mumbai and the 
local head office in Kolk-
ata,” General Manager 
(Global Markets Units) of  
SBI Ventakesh Bharadwaj 
said.

Chief General Manager 
(Kolkata circle) of  SBI P 
P Sengupta said there was 
no news of anyone getting 
trapped on the floor.

Although it was a holi-
day for Diwali, the employ-
ees rushed to the site as 
soon as the news of the fire 
spread, the general manager 
said. 

The building on the Ja-
waharlal Nehru Road has 
19 floors and houses the 
offices of  the SBI and the 
LIC and other financial 
organisations.

PTI

 Smoke and flames comes out from the window after a high rise office building caught fire in Kolkata on 
Thursday. 
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Madrid, Oct. 19 (IANS): 
Spain will start suspending 
Catalonia’s autonomy on 
Saturday, after its leader 
threatened to declare inde-
pendence, the government 
announced on Thursday.

Prime Minister Mariano 
Rajoy’s Office said the cabi-
net would meet to activate 
Article 155 of Spain’s 1978 
Constitution, a mechanism 
that strips Catalonia’s self-
governing institutions of  
their autonomy, allowing it 
to take over running of the 
region, the BBC reported.

“The Spanish govern-
ment will continue with the 
procedures outlined in Arti-
cle 155 of the Constitution 
to restore legality in Catalo-
nia’s self-government,” the 
office said.

Speaking in Parliament, 
government spokesman 
Inigo Mendez Vigo said the 
measures were intended to 
“protect the general interest 
of Spaniards, including the 
citizens of  Catalonia, and 
restore constitutional order 

to the region”, reports Efe 
news.

He denounced that the 
Catalan government was 
intent on deliberately and 
systematically looking for an 
institutional confrontation 
despite the serious danger 
that it was creating for the 
economic structure of Cata-
lonia and its ability to live in 
harmony.

Spain’s decision comes 
after Catalonian leader 
Carles Puigdemont earlier 
on Thursday decided not 
to rescind his independence 
bid as per an official require-
ment from Madrid and in-
stead threatened to put the 
topic to a vote in his region’s 
devolved parliament.

Puigdemont announced 
his decision in a letter to 
Rajoy.

Puigdemont was offi-
cially required by Rajoy’s 
conservative government to 
clarify by 10 a.m. on Thurs-
day whether or not he had 
declared independence dur-
ing an October 10 speech in 

the wake of a controversial 
separatist poll deemed illegal 
by the Spanish courts. 

This was the second and 
final deadline, as Madrid 
says Puigdemont on Mon-
day failed to clarify whether 
he had declared independ-
ence.

In the letter published 
just minutes before the dead-
line expired, the pro-sepa-
ratist head of  the Catalan 
regional government said 
he could put Catalonia’s 
independence to a vote in 
the devolved chamber “if the 
Spanish government contin-

ues to block dialogue and 
continues its repression”.

After the independence 
referendum on October 1, 
Puigdemont had signed an 
independence declaration 
but then suspended it, asking 
for dialogue.

Political leaders in Ma-

drid and Barcelona have 
been engaged in a tense 
stand-off  since the disputed 
referendum, which Catalan 
leaders say resulted in a 
“Yes” vote for independ-
ence but which the central 
government regards as il-
legal.

Kandahar (Afghanistan), 
Oct. 19 (PTI/AFP): Mili-
tants launched two separate 
attacks on Afghan security 
installations killing dozens 
of soldiers today, the latest 
in a series of devastating as-
saults this week that have left 
more than 120 people dead 
and underscored spiralling 
insecurity.

At least 43 Afghan sol-
diers were killed and nine 
wounded in a Taliban-
claimed assault on a military 
base in southern Afghani-
stan which saw the insur-
gents blast their way into the 
compound with at least one 
explosives-laden Humvee, 
the defence ministry said.

A security source in 
Kandahar put the toll at 50 
dead and 20 wounded. But 
the real figure is likely to 
be higher because Afghan 
officials habitually under-
state the actual number of  
casualties.

The militants razed the 
base in the Chashmo area of  
Maiwand district in Kanda-
har province to the ground, 
according to the ministry.

“Unfortunately there is 
nothing left inside the camp.

They have burned down 
everything they found in-
side,” defence ministry 
spokesman Dawlat Waziri 
said.

Just two soldiers were 
known to have survived un-
scathed, with six unaccount-
ed for, the ministry said, 
underscoring the shocking 
casualties that Afghan se-
curity forces have faced in 
their struggle to beat back 
the insurgents. Ten militants 
were killed, it added.

US planes carried out an 
airstrike during a counter- 
terror operation in Maiwand 
today, a spokesman for US 
Forces in Kabul said, though 
he did not specify whether 
the target was insurgents at 
the base.

Provincial officials said 
two Humvee vehicles were 
used in the attack which was 
condemned by President 
Ashraf Ghani.

They said the assault 
may have been carried out 
with insider help.

The Taliban claimed 
the ambush in a message to 
journalists that said all 60 
security personnel on the 
base were killed.

“We have sent a delega-
tion to assess the situation. 
The base is under ANA 
(Afghan National Army) 
control,” Waziri added.

Separately today, mili-
tants besieged a police head-
quarters in the southeastern 
province of Ghazni, attack-
ing it for the second time 
this week.

Airstrikes were called 
in to support embattled po-
lice in the ongoing assault, 
which has killed two security 
forces so far, Ghazni provin-
cial police chief  Moham-
mad Zaman told AFP.

The strikes were not im-
mediately confirmed by US 
Forces.

Officials said the earlier 
assault on the headquarters, 
which took place on Tues-
day, left 20 people dead and 
46 wounded.

Today’s attacks take the 
number of  major suicide 
and gun assaults on secu-
rity installations this week to 
four and increases the total 
death toll to more than 120, 
including soldiers, police 
and civilians.

In three out of the four 
assaults this week the Tali-
ban used a Humvee vehicle 
as a bomb to blast their way 
into their targets.

US President Donald 
Trump vowed earlier this 
year to stay the course in Af-
ghanistan, America’s longest 
war.

But the Taliban said the 
recent assaults were a “clear 
message to the Americans 
and the Kabul government, 
that they cannot scare us 
with their new so-called 
strategy”.

“We are fighting back 
and winning on every front, 
Inshallah (God willing),” 
spokesman Qari Yusuf Ah-
madi told AFP.

“ T h e  e n e my  w h o 
thought they had scared us 
with the new Trump strat-
egy have now been given a 
lesson.” 

Beleaguered Afghan 
security forces have faced 
soaring casualties in their 
attempts to hold back the in-
surgents since NATO com-
bat forces pulled out of the 
country at the end of 2014.

Casualties leapt by 35 
per cent in 2016, with 6,800 
soldiers and police killed, 
according to US watchdog 
SIGAR.

The insurgents have car-
ried out more complex at-
tacks against security forces 
in 2017, with SIGAR de-
scribing troop casualties in 
the early part of the year as 
“shockingly high”.

The attacks included 
assaults on a military hos-
pital in Kabul in March 
which may have killed up 
to 100 people, and on a base 
in Mazar-i-Sharif  in April 
which left 144 people dead.

The assaults, along with 
high rates of desertion and 
corruption, have eroded 
morale.

This week’s attacks come 
near the end of the summer 
fighting season, when mili-
tants traditionally intensify 
their offensives across the 
country. Tuesday’s attacks 
alone killed 80 people in to-
tal and wounded nearly 300 
in the bloodiest day in the 
war-torn country in almost 
five months.

Afghan forces now 
control 59.7 per cent of the 
country, up from 57.2 per 
cent the previous quarter, 
according to SIGAR’s as-
sessment earlier this year.

But the Taliban and oth-
er insurgent groups have also 
seen their areas of  control 
or influence increase slightly 
from about 10 per cent to 
11.1 per cent. 

Dhaka, Oct. 19 (PTI): A 
local court today granted 
bail to former premier Kha-
leda Zia after she appeared 
before it on her return to 
Bangladesh, a week after 
the court issued an arrest 
warrant against her in graft 
and defamation cases.

“The bail was granted 
on conditions that she would 
inform the court before leav-
ing the country in future,” 
an official of the court told 
reporters.

He said Zia, 72, also 
the chairperson of  main 
opposition outside parlia-
ment Bangladesh National-
ist Party (BNP), had to give 
a bond of Taka 100,000 for 
obtaining the bail.

Surrounded by her party 
activists, Zia came to the 
court complex in old Dhaka 
and surrendered before the 
judge, a day after she re-
turned home from London 
after a three-month visit.

Court officials and law-
yers said she appeared on the 
dock and sought the bail this 
morning at the makeshift 

court set up on Alia Madra-
sha ground at Bakshibazar 
in the old city.

After granting the bail, 
the court held a routine hear-
ing wherein she gave an hour 

long statement claiming her 
innocence in the graft cases.

The judge fixed October 
26 date for the next hearing.

“She also claimed that 
cases filed against her are 

false, motivated and imagi-
narily made up and aimed 
at harassing her,” a defense 
lawyer said, adding she was 
allowed to speak as the court 
accepted her petition to give 
a statement.

Court officials and law-
yers said Dhaka s Metro-
politan Magistrate issued the 
first warrant as Zia failed to 
appear in another court over 
a case accusing her of  un-
dermining the Bangladesh s 
map and national flag.

She is being tried for 
inducting in her 2001-2006 
cabinet the people who were 
opposed to the country’s 
independence and commit-
ted crimes against humanity 
by siding with the Pakistani 
troops. 

She obtained the bail 
against the second warrant 
issued by Dhaka s Fifth Spe-
cial Judge’s Court as she 
evaded appearance in a case 
involving her alleged cor-
ruption with funds of  an 
orphanage trust named after 
her husband and slain presi-
dent Ziaur Rahman.

Dhaka, Oct. 19 (IANS): 
Bangladesh authorities on 
Thursday allowed into the 
country around 10,000 
Rohingyas stranded in an 
area between Bangladesh 
and Myanmar for days, 
owing to a lack of  space 
in camps.

The Inter Sector Coordi-
nation Group of the US had 
warned on Tuesday that be-
tween 10,000-15,000 mem-
bers of the Rohingya Mus-
lim minority were stranded 
in no-man’s land but Dhaka 
temporarily refused to allow 
them to enter, alleging lack 
of  space in the makeshift 
camps in the area, Efe news 
reported.

“We found there were 
around 10,000 people on the 
border. We started relocating 
them inside since 9.45 a.m. 
today,” said Major Iqbal 
Ahmed, commander of the 
Border Guard Bangladesh 
in Ukhia.

“When this group of  
people came we had request-
ed the officials to find a place 
where they could be taken. 
They have now worked out 
it,” he said.

Relief  and Refugee Re-
patriate Commissioner of  
Bangladesh Abul Kalam 
said the group would be 
initially taken to a temporary 
shelter and later moved to a 
makeshift camp.

According to Kalam, 
many of the 10,000 Rohing-
yas had to walk for days to 
reach the border and hence 
would need to undergo med-
ical check-ups.

The crisis began on Au-
gust 25 when an insurgent 
group of the Rohingya Mus-
lim minority staged a series 
of  attacks on police and 
Army posts in Myanmar’s 
Rakhine state, to which the 
Myanmar military respond-
ed with an ongoing large-
scale offensive.

Beijing, Oct. 19 (IANS): Disciplinary 
authorities have investigated 440 senior 
officials for corruption over the past five 
years, an official said on Thursday.

Among those investigated were 43 
members and alternate members of the 
Communist Party of China (CPC) Cen-
tral Committee as well as nine members 
of the Central Commission for Discipline 
Inspection (CCDI), said Yang Xiaodu, 
Deputy Secretary of the CCDI, on the 
sidelines of  the 19th CPC National 
Congress.

Five years ago, the CPC leadership 
launched a high-profile anti-corruption 
campaign which led to the downfall of  
a number of  high-level officials known 

as “tigers” and lower-level “flies” who 
served at the grassroots level, Xinhua 
news agency reported.

Among the “tigers” targeted in the 
campaign were Zhou Yongkang, Bo 
Xilai, Guo Boxiong, Xu Caihou, Sun 
Zhengcai and Ling Jihua.

Yang said more than 8,900 city level 
officials and over 63,000 county level of-
ficials were punished during that period.

A total of  278,000 grassroots Party 
members and officials were also pun-
ished, he said. 

China is working with the internation-
al community to hunt down corruption 
suspects who had fled overseas, leading to 
the capture of 3,453 fugitives, Yang said.

London, Oct. 19 (PTI): One of Brit-
ain’s senior-most Indian-origin MPs 
has tabled a parliamentary motion, 
calling for Prime Minister Theresa 
May to apologise for the Jallianwala 
Bagh massacre in Amritsar during the 
Raj in 1919.

Virendra Sharma tabled his Early 
Day Motion (EDM) titled ‘Jallianwala 
Bagh Massacre of  1919’ earlier this 
week and has attracted five additional 
signatures from British MPs so far.

“This was an important moment in 
the history of Britain in India. Many 
suggest it was the beginning of the end, 
a moment that finally emboldened the 
Independence Movement. It must 
be commemorated, and the British 

government should make clear its repu-
diation of such a barbaric act,” said the 
Labour Party MP for Ealing Southall.

The massacre took place in Jallian-
wala Bagh in Amritsar over Baisakhi 
in April 1919 when troops of  the 
British Indian Army under the com-
mand of Colonel Dyer fired machine 
guns at a crowd of people holding a 
pro-independence demonstration. It 
claimed thousands of lives and injured 
thousands others.

The EDM calls on the House of  
Commons to recognise the importance 
of the Jallianwala Bagh massacre as a 
turning point in the history of the Brit-
ish Empire in India.

The EDM notes that as the cente-

nary of the event is approaching, it is 
appropriate to commemorate it.

It also recognises that former Brit-
ish Prime Minister David Cameron 
referred to the massacre as a “deeply 
shameful act” during a visit to India.

It urges the government to ensure 
that “British children are taught about 
this shameful period and that modern 
British values welcome the right to 
peaceful protest; and further urges the 
government formally to apologise in 
the House and inaugurate a memorial 
day to commemorate this event”.

EDMs are formal motions tabled in 
the House of Commons as a means of  
drawing attention to a particular issue 
or cause.

Islamabad, Oct. 19 (PTI): 
Pakistan Prime Minister 
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi to-
day said that his government 
was committed to protect 
rights of  minorities as he 
greeted the Hindu com-
munity on the occasion of  
Diwali.

“The Government of  
Pakistan is committed to 
the welfare of  the minori-
ties and safeguarding their 
fundamental rights,” Abbasi 

said in his Diwali message.
The golden principles of  

holy Prophet provides us the 
guidance for the protection 
of  the rights of  minorities, 
he added.

“I sincerely wish that 
may the festival of  lights 
bring happiness and peace in 
the lives of all those who are 
celebrating this day,” he said 
while extending greetings 
to the Hindu community 
across Pakistan and abroad.

He reiterated that the 
need to promote inter-reli-
gion and inter-faith harmo-
ny has never been as great 
as it is today.

“Let us never forget that 
no religion teaches hatred 
and violence. Indeed, every 
religion stands for promot-
ing peace, harmony and love 
for humanity,” the prime 
minister said.

He called upon the re-
ligious leaders to play their 

role in highlighting the core 
religious values and to pro-
mote those values that bind 
the society into bonds of  
humanity.

He also called upon the 
Hindu community to con-
tinue making their valu-
able contributions for the 
prosperity of Pakistan. “We 
remain committed to pro-
mote a society free from 
any discrimination based on 
caste or creed,” he said.

Islamabad, Oct. 19 (IANS): Ousted Pa-
kistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, his 
daughter Maryam Nawaz and son-in-law 
Captain Mohammad Safdar were indicted 
by an accountability court on Thursday in a 
corruption reference pertaining to the Lon-
don properties owned by the family.

The National Accountability Bureau 
(NAB) had filed three references against the 
Sharif family related to their Avenfield prop-
erties in London, the Azizia Steel Mills as 
well as another 16 offshore companies. One 
reference was filed against Finance Minister 
Ishaq Dar. 

The references were filed by the NAB 
in the National Accountability Court in the 
light of Supreme Court orders in so-called 
Panama Papers case. The apex court had 
disqualified Sharif  from holding office on 
July 28. All three accused pleaded not guilty 
to the charges and vowed to contest the 
case. The court indicted the former Premier 
through pleader Zafir Khan as Sharif is in 
London with his ailing wife Begum Kul-
soom Nawaz. The charges against Maryam 
and Safdar were framed in person, Dawn 
online reported.

The former Prime Minister was also 
indicted in the Al-Azizia Steel Mills and Hill 
Metal Establishment references as well. His 
sons -- Hassan and Hussain -- were named 
co-accused in the chargesheet in the refer-
ences.

The court proceeded with the verdict 
after rejecting applications filed by Sharif, 
Maryam and Safdar requesting suspension 
of their indictment.

Maryam Nawaz told reporters as she 
was leaving the court: “One day there would 
be accountability of the accountability proc-
ess her family is going through. Injustice and 
atrocities cannot continue together.”

She said this was the first case of its kind 
“in which the verdict had been announced 
first and the trial was being held later.”

Commenting on reports that a NAB 
team has gone to London to collect evidence 
about Sharifs’ properties, Maryam wondered 
how NAB could now be entrusted with the 
investigation when the Supreme Court had 
criticised it for being ineffective during the 
Panama Papers case hearings.

“Has the JIT’s fraud been exposed or has 
NAB suddenly woken up?” she asked.

Speaking to Geo News about Maryam 
and Captain Safdar’s indictment, Awami 
Muslim League (AML) leader Sheikh 
Rashid said: “The law has truly been imple-
mented today.”

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) spokes-
man Fawad Chaudhary said his party was 
satisfied with the progress of the case.

“We are happy this case is proceeding 
correctly and at a swift pace. This indictment 
has come in just one case, there are two other 
cases as well. “All the money involved in 
these cases belongs to the people of Pakistan, 
and this money will be brought back to Paki-
stan,” Chaudhary said. 

A number of Pakistan Muslim League-
Nawaz (PML-N) leaders and workers were 
present outside the court complex. They held 
a protest after the police did not allow them 
to enter the premises.

Beijing, Oct. 19 (PTI): 
China today asked the US 
to shed its “biased views” 
and work with Beijing to 
uphold the momentum for 
a steady and sound relations, 
a day after the top American 
diplomat lashed out at the 
Chinese model of  funding 
infrastructure projects and 
developmental activities.

Chinese Foreign Minis-
try spokesman Lu Kang also 
said that Beijing is “happy” 
over the development of ties 
between India and America 
as long as they are conducive 
to regional peace.

In a major India-policy 
speech yesterday, US Secre-
tary of  State Rex Tillerson 
had highlighted the need 
for collaborating with New 
Delhi on offering alterna-
tive model of  financing in-
frastructure projects and 
economic development to 
that of  China whom he 
described as “predatory eco-
nomics”.

He had lashed out at the 
Chinese model of  funding 
infrastructure projects and 
developmental activities, 
saying it does not create jobs 
and results in enormous 
level of debt.

Playing down Tiller-
son’s criticism of China and 
his remarks to deepen ties 
with India, Lu told report-
ers here that the US should 
take more objective look at 
China’s development.

“China steadfastly up-
held the international order 
with the UN at the core and 
based on the purposes and 
principles of UN charter we 
will firmly uphold the mul-
tilateralism yet we will also 
firmly safeguard our own 
interests and rights,” he said 
while responding to a ques-
tion on Tillerson’s remarks.

The US diplomat had 
branded China a “predatory 
rule breaker” specially in the 

South China Sea and leaving 
countries in debt.

China hopes that Wash-
ington can look China’s de-
velopment in an “objective 
way” as well as China’s role 
in the international commu-
nity, Lu said.

The US should “aban-
don its biased views on Chi-
na and work with it towards 
the same goal to uphold the 
momentum for a steady and 
sound China relations”, Lu 
said.

“We are happy to see 
the development of relations 
between these India and 
the US as long as they are 
conducive to the peaceful 
development of  the region 
and enhancement of  rela-
tions among the regional 
countries,” he said.

Tillerson’s strong com-
ments coincided with 
China’s once- in-a-five-
year congress of the ruling 
Communist Party of China 
which is set to endorse a 
second term for President 
Xi Jinping. On October 17, 
a top official of the CPC told 
media here told media here 
Chinese firms have invested 
about USD 560 billion in dif-
ferent countries abroad most 
of  it was stated to project 
financing.

“Between 2013 and 2016 
Chinese companies have 
invested about USD 560 bil-
lion overseas, paid over USD 
100 billion in various kind of  
taxes to the host countries 
and created millions of jobs 
for the local communities,” 
Tuo Zhen, spokesman of  
19th Congress of  the CPC 
said, refuting reports that 
China has been bringing its 
own workers and not hiring 
locally to execute several 
infrastructure projects that 
China is funding under the 
more than USD 50 billion 
China Pakistan Economic 
Corridor (CPEC).

Catalan leader refuses to cancel independence bid
Barcelona, Oct. 19 (IANS): Cata-
lonian leader Carles Puigdemont on 
Thursday decided not to rescind his 
independence bid as per an official re-
quirement from Spain’s government, 
and instead threatened to put the 
topic to a vote in his region’s devolved 
parliament.

Puigdemont announced his deci-
sion in a letter to Spanish Prime Min-
ister Mariano Rajoy, reports Efe news.

Puigdemont was officially re-
quired by Rajoy’s conservative govern-
ment to clarify by 10 a.m. on Thurs-
day whether or not he had declared 
independence during an October 10 
speech in the wake of a controversial 

separatist poll deemed illegal by the 
Spanish courts. 

This was the second and final 
deadline, as Madrid says Puigdemont 
on Monday failed to clarify whether 
he had declared independence.

In the letter published just min-
utes before the deadline expired, the 
pro-separatist head of  the Catalan 
regional government said he could put 
Catalonia’s independence to a vote in 
the devolved chamber “if the Spanish 
government continues to block dia-
logue and continues its repression”.

With this, Puigdemont has ef-
fectively put the ball back in Madrid’s 
court and Rajoy will have to decide 

whether or not he invokes Article 
155 of  Spain’s 1978 Constitution, a 
mechanism that strips Catalonia’s 
self-governing institutions of  their 
autonomy.

After the independence referen-
dum on October 1, Puigdemont had 
signed an independence declaration 
but then suspended it, asking for 
dialogue.

Political leaders in Madrid and 
Barcelona have been engaged in a 
tense stand-off  since the disputed 
referendum, which Catalan lead-
ers say resulted in a “Yes” vote for 
independence but which the central 
government regards as illegal.

AP/PTI

Bangladesh’s opposition leader Khaleda Zia waves to supporters from 
inside a car upon her arrival from London, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, 
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 2017. Hundreds of supporters gathered to wel-
come the Bangladesh Nationalist Party chief who had been away for 
three months
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I fight my own fight — Adams on gender inequality
Actress Amy Adams says she is not interested in sharing her views on the issue of gender 
inequality in Hollywood, and likes to “fight her own fight”. “I don’t want to talk about my 
own experience because I fight my own fight and I feel comfortable doing that,” Adams told 
T magazine while talking about gender pay inequality in Hollywood, reports dailymail.co.uk. 
“There’s not a lot of empathy out there for celebrities... I spent a lot more time educating 
myself about what women executives get paid,” she added. Adams says she began educating 
herself after the Sony hack in 2014 that revealed she and actress Jennifer Lawrence were paid 
much less than their male counterparts in “American Hustle”. She has even started mentor-
ing younger actresses in the hope of a more equal ground in the Hollywood pay system. “It’s 
important to talk about inequality. But for me, where I feel most empowered is in educating 
myself and being, hopefully, a mentor for younger women,” she said. (IANS)

Tatum calls off directorial debut at Weinstein Company

Maroon 5 unveils new track featuring ASAP Rocky

Gord Downie of Tragically Hip dead I’ll never name the celebrity 
who raped me — Katie Price

TickeT raTes
Silver Rs. 80
Gold Rs. 150

Platinum Rs. 320

HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule
Hill Star is thrilled to announce its valued HillStarCinema 
fans that the hall is now live at BookMyShowIN You can 

now BUY tickets online! 

11 am, 5 pm: Secret 
Super Star (Hindi)

2 pm, 8 pm: Golmal 
Again (hindi)

A
ctor Channing 
Tatum has decided 
to pull the plug on 
his upcoming movie 
financed by the 

The Weinstein Company (TWC) 
amid the Harvey Weinstein sexual 
harassment scandal. The project 
would have marked his directorial 

debut.
Tatum was initially set 

to helm the film along 
with Reid Carolin 
and he was also 
expected to star in 
it, reports dead-
line.com. 

Based on 
Matthew Quick’s 

young adult book called “Forgive Me, 
Leonard Peacock”, the plot was based 
on a troubled teenager who deals with 
sexual abuse and plans to kill himself  
and his best friend.

“The brave women who had the 
courage to stand up and speak their 
truth about Harvey Weinstein are true 
heroes to us. They are lifting the heavy 
bricks to build the equitable world we 
all deserve to live in,” Tatum posted on 
his Instagram account.

“Our lone project in development 
with TWC - Matthew Quick’s brilliant 
book, ‘Forgive Me Leonard Peacock’ 
- is a story about a boy whose life was 
torn asunder by sexual abuse. While 
we will no longer develop it or any-
thing else that is property of  TWC, we 

are reminded of  its powerful message 
of  healing in the wake of  tragedy.

“This is a giant opportunity for real 
positive change that we proudly com-
mit ourselves to. The truth is out - let’s 
finish what our incredible colleagues 
started and eliminate abuse from our 
creative culture once and for all,” he 
added.

The Weinstein Company also lost 
their projects at Amazon. 

The company was supposed to 
develop a series starring Robert De 
Niro and Julianne Moore and another 
titled “The Romanoffs”. However, 
Amazon decided to call off  the former 
and move forward with the latter, but 
without TWC involvement.

IANS

P
op rock band Ma-
roon 5 has released 
a new track titled 
“Whiskey” from 
their sixth studio al-

bum ‘Red Pill Blues’, featuring 
rapper ASAP Rocky.

Following the release of  
“What Lovers Do”, Adam Lev-
ine and his bandmates released 
the track on Wednesday. The 
band shared the news on its 
Twitter account.

“Not going to stop a good 
thing. Listen to our new song,” 
read the post.

The three-and-a-half minute 
song starts off with low piano 
notes, which is soon followed by 

Levine’s voice. The track finds 
the frontman reminiscing about 
his past love. 

A$AP Rocky has lent his 
voice for the final verse, giving 
some alcohol metaphors in his 
raps. 

“Whiskey” is the fourth 
track that Maroon 5 unveiled 
before the release of the album. 

The released tracks include 
“Cold” featuring Future, deluxe 
edition’s exclusive track “Don’t 
Wanna Know” featuring Ken-
drick Lamar and “What Lovers 
Do” featuring SZA. 

The album will be released 
on November 3.

IANS

G
ord Downie, the 
frontman of the 
Canadian band 
Tragically Hip, 
has died after 

losing his battle with cancer. 
He was 53.

According to a post on 
the band’s official website, 
the singer breathed his last on 
Tuesday, reports variety.com.

The singer was suffer-
ing from glioblastoma, an 
incurable form of brain cancer 
which was discovered after 
he underwent a seizure in 
December 2015. He died 
surrounded by his children 
and family, according to the 
statement.

“Gord knew this day was 
coming - his response was 
to spend this precious time 

as he always had - making 
music, making memories and 
expressing deep gratitude to 
his family and friends for a life 
well lived, often sealing it with 
a kiss… on the lips,” read the 
statement.

The group’s surviving 
members include Paul Lang-
lois, Rob Baker, Gord Sinclair 
and Johnny Fay.

The last concert of the 
tour was broadcast nationally 
across Canada. 

Prime Minister of Canada 
Justin Trudeau, who also 
happens to be a longtime fan 
of the band, gave a heartfelt 
tribute to Downie.

IANS

T
elevision personality Katie Price says 
she will never reveal the identity of  
the celebrity who raped her.

The 39-year-old revealed in 2009 
that she was sexually assaulted by a 

well-known person, but says she will not name 
the guy who committed the crime because she 
doesn’t want the “drama”, reports thesun.co.uk.

“I was raped by a celebrity but no, I’ll never 
name him, I just don’t want the drama. I don’t 
even know if he knows that I’ve spoken about 
him, I doubt he does,” Price said.

Katie also shared her opinion on the multi-
ple sexual assault accusations made on Harvey 
Weinstein. “I don’t know much about the Harvey 
Weinstein case, but he’ll go down for it,” she said.

IANS

EASTERN MIRROR: For the record, could 
you guys introduce us and the role you play 
in ‘Switch Blade’?

Switch Blade: Hi everyone. We 
are a bunch of five guys, who pretty much 
love music, so we decided to form a band way 
back in the year 2010 on November 10. We 
have Lemti on the vocals, Nikato on the Bass, 
Ali and Lipok on the Guitar and Akhrielie 
Gangmei on the Drums.

 
EASTERN MIRROR: How did you guys 
get your start in music?

Switch Blade: Well each one of  
us come from a different background, musi-
cally.  And if your question meant “how did 
we all get our start in music Together” then 
it was during our higher secondary days, we 
got a chance to participate in a college for a 
fresher’s day programme. So we assembled 
ourselves and started our practice. It clicked, 
and it felt like we have been doing this for a 
long time. So that was our start together.

 
EASTERN MIRROR: What does your 
band name signify and where did it 
come from?

Switch Blade: Frankly 
speaking, our band name doesn’t signify 
anything specific. Hahaha!! One fine 
day, after forming the band, we needed 
a “Cool” name for our band. We came 
up with lots, but not a single name suited 
us. We were very particular choosing 
band names at that time haha!!). Later, 
one of them whispered “Switch Blade”. 
Drum rolls…..TAAAADAAaaaaa……..
Thumbs up of all the five members. Since 
then, we are known by that name.

 
EASTERN MIRROR: In every music 
genre there are bands that are just a sim-
ple duplicate of another band. What do 

you consider as the USP of ‘Switch Blade’?
Switch Blade: All the five of us 

have different tastes in music and our own 
influences through our contributions; we try 
to keep our music as original as possible. As 
for our “USP” as mentioned by you, we have 
a small fan base and we are trying to deliver 
what is expected from us by them. We are still 
working on it (Fingers Crossed).

 
EASTERN MIRROR: Working as a group 
is not easy especially when each individual 
having different ideas and taste. How do 
you work it out? Any issues you have faced 
initially?

Switch Blade: That’s a very good 
question actually haha!! Like we have told 
you earlier about our influences and taste in 
music, sometimes it becomes very difficult for 
us……… write a single line of lyrics or just 
to come up with a set or pattern of a song , 
keeping in mind about each other, if he will 
be comfortable or will it be pleasant to his ear. 
But at the end of the day, we always sort it out 
and come up with a song where everyone’s 
ideas are utilized and executed efficiently.  

 
EASTERN MIRROR: Share with us your 
musical memories that ‘Switch Blade’ have 
had so far. What makes it special?

Switch Blade: We have had, quite 
a journey so far. Lots of memories, “pleasant 
one’s” even “unpleasant ones” too hahaha!!! 
From the start i.e. November 10, 2010, we 
have participated in a couple of shows. Our 
first achievement was, when we bagged the 
2nd runners up title for a contest known as 
“Lets’ Rock” held in Kohima.

The next and the biggest achievement for 
us was, when we were declared the winner for

“Best of the Best” All Nagaland rock 
Contest, 2011 organised by the Mind blowers 
Club, Dimapur, where Ahkrielie, our drum-

mer, bagged the “Best Drummer” title for the 
same show.

Represented Nagaland in the “Northeast 
Art Fusion contest 2011” held in Dimapur.

Lemti was judged as the “Best Vocalist” 
for the contest.

These are the memories, which have made 
our musical journey “SPECIAL”.

 
EASTERN MIRROR: Coming from differ-
ent professions and workplace, how you do 
guys balance your music with other obliga-
tions as working individuals?

Switch Blade: Well that’s another 
very good and important question from your 
end. See like before, we don’t get time to meet 
up for practice and Jam every now and then. 
Since every member of this band is employed 
or either engaged in something or the other. 
But “HOMEWORK” plays a very vital role 
in this juncture, for the band. We plan up, ex-
change materials among ourselves and do our 
“homework”, then on the appointed day, we 
meet up and practice. We follow this routine 
over and over again.

 
EASTERN Mirror: What’s next for 
“Switch Blade”?

Switch Blade: Switch Blade are 
busy, trying to come up with some EP’s, some 
shows on our mind, juggling work and music 
at the same time, so on and so forth.:)

And also we would like to thank Eastern 
Mirror team for taking out your precious time 
and sitting with us for this interview. Stay 
Tuned!!!

The Band Members are:
Lemtiba Rudy- Vocal

Aliba Thonger- Guitar
Lipoksasong- Guitar

Nikato Albert Swu- Bass
Akhrielie Gangmei- Drum

Music is something the world would be lost without! We feel it, we breathe it, we love it!  Eastern 
Mirror’s - Rhythm of Love- connects our readers to music through conversation with artists as they 
share their  experience with their love …… MUSIC
Music moves us, opens our emotions - passing all barriers. Music is a piece that we can all 
connect to so Readers get connected with your favorite artists every Friday with Rhythm of Love.

Little did we know

SWITCH BLADE

SWITCH BLADE, is a multi faceted five member band that 
experiments with Alternative, Progressive and Metal music genres. 
They have been together for almost seven years and to their accolades 
“Switch Blade” were the winners of “Best of the Best” All Nagaland 
Rock Contest 2011 and 2nd runner up of “Let’s Rock” 2010. The 
band members were also credited with Winner of Best Drummer in 
“Best of the Best” All Nagaland Rock Contest 2011 and Best Vocal 
in North East Art Fusion Contest 2011.
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Dortmund players leave the pitch after the Champions League Group H soccer match between APOEL Nicosia and Borussia Dortmund at GSP stadium, in Nicosia, Cyprus. 

AB De Villiers drives the ball on his way to a sparkling 176 against Bangladesh.

AB De Villiers drives the ball on his way to a sparkling 176 against Bangladesh.

The first ever two-day Patkai Women’s Badminton Championship was held from October 16-17 at Patkai 
Christian College. The team of Elly from BSc. II and Himhim from BA III emerged winners while the second 
place went to the team of Athungbeni and Kewetshii both from MA II. The event was sponsored by the 
lecturers of Patkai Christian College. 

The Nagaland Sepaktakraw Team participated in the 21st Junior National Sepaktakraw Championship held 
at Mandi, Himachal Pradesh from October 9 to 13th. The girls’ team won bronze medal at Regu event, 
according to an update on Thursday.
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De Villiers finds sweet spot 
on South Africa return 

Dortmund’s early season elation gone after week to forget 

Mourinho’s pragmatism 
reaping rewards for United

Messi joins 100-goal club in Europe in Barca stroll

Argentina has mistreated Higuain – Batistuta

Paarl, South Africa, Oct. 
19 (Reuters): AB de Villiers 
feels he is hitting the ball as 
sweetly as ever following his 
recent break from the South 
African side, an ominous 
sign for bowlers ahead of a 
busy season across all three 
formats.

South Africa were given 
a glimpse of what they have 
been missing as De Villiers 
flayed Bangladesh’s attack 
with stunning ease on his 
way to a career-best one-
day international score on 
Wednesday.

He smashed 176 from 
104 balls, including seven 
towering sixes, as South 
Africa sealed the three-
match series with a game 
to spare following a 104-
run victory.

“I‘m hitting the ball as 
well as ever and it felt that 
way out there, I could feel 
the ball coming off  really 
well,” he told reporters. “It’s 
just nice to contribute.”

De Villiers had been on 
a self-imposed exile from 
the side, but announced last 
month he would be available 

again in all three formats as 
South Africa prepare to wel-
come India and Australia for 
respective test series in the 
coming months.

“I just needed a couple 
of  months away with the 
family, which I got,” he said.

”I watched all the games 
the guys played and I’ve 
been in contact with them. It 
felt like I never really left, but 
I did miss being on the park 
and playing.

“It’s great to be back. It’s 
a huge privilege to play for 
my team and my country. 

For the last few months, I’ve 
been working really hard on 
my game and all I wanted 
to do was get back into the 
side.”

De Villiers hinted in the 
past that he may retire from 
test cricket to concentrate on 
the limited-overs game, but 
appears to have performed 
an about-turn and is now 
hopeful of  a return to the 
longest format for the first 
time since January 2016.

”If  selected, I will be 
there but I can’t accept that I 
am going to be in the squad,“ 

India loses top 
ODI spot to SA
India lost their top One-
Day International spot 
to South Africa in the 
latest team rankings re-
leased by International 
Cricket Council (ICC).

The  Pro teas  r e -
turned to top spot with 
6,244 points from 52 
matches on Wednes-
day, following their 
104-run victory over 
Bangladesh in the sec-
ond ODI. 

India has moved 
down to the second 
spot with 5,993 points 
from 50 matches. In-
dia defeated Australia 
4-1 to clinch the top 
spot in ODI rankings 
ear l ie r.   India  wi l l 
host New Zealand in 
a three-match ODI se-
ries scheduled to be-
gin from October 22. 
(IANS)

Berlin, Oct. 19 (AP): Borus-
sia Dortmund’s early season 
elation is gone and its best-
ever start to the Bundesliga 
a fond memory.

With six wins and a 
draw from seven games that 
yielded a goal-difference of  
plus-19, Dortmund was fly-
ing, but the side’s progress 
was halted last weekend by 
Leipzig, which also ended 
its club-record 41-game un-
beaten run at home in the 
league.Then the draw at 
APOEL Nicosia on Tues-
day effectively ended Dort-
mund’s Champions League 
participation after just three 
match-days.

Goals from Dortmund’s 
speedy forwards helped 
cover weaknesses in de-
fense, and those faults were 
exposed in games where 
the likes of Pierre-Emerick 
Aubameyang and Mario 
Goetze failed to shine up 
front.

And that wasn’t just in 
the last two defeats.

“You have to be hon-
est and say that we also 
didn’t deliver optimal games 
before,” sporting director 
Michael Zorc said after the 
1-1 draw in Nicosia. “Eve-
rything that was going well 
in the first weeks looks in-

Lisbon, Oct. 19 (Reu-
ters): Accustomed to win-
ning trophies with pro-
lific scoring more than by 
cagey, safety-first displays, 
Manchester United fans 
may have to get used to 
Jose Mourinho’s preferred 
strategy if  a dour 1-0 
Champions League win 
over Benfica is anything 
to go by.

The result left United 
on the verge of  reaching 
the Champions League 
knockout stages and the 
Portuguese manager was 
happy. “I never felt we 
could concede a goal and 
were solid defensively,” he 
told BT Sport.

“Sometimes I feel be-
ing good defensively is a 
crime, but that is a way 
of  getting results. We are 
one point from qualify-
ing and one victory away 
from winning the group 
with two games at home 
to play.”

Bereft of  cutting edge 
up front or creativity in 
midfield without the in-
jured Paul Pogba, United 
won thanks to a freak Mar-

cus Rashford goal and a 
solid defensive display.

Still unbeaten in either 
the Champions League 
or in domestic competi-
tions, United, who are 
two points behind local 
rivals City in the Premier 
League, are in position 
to challenge for their first 
league title since 2013.

Having netted four 
goals in wins over West 
Ham United, Swansea 
City, Everton, Burton Al-
bion, CSKA Moscow and 
Crystal Palace, United’s 
last two games against Liv-
erpool and Benfica made 
those performances look 
like flat-track bullying.

Romelu Lukaku, the 
club’s only out-and-out 
striker with Zlatan Ibra-
himovic injured, made a 
dream start to his United 
career by scoring 11 goals 
in his first 10 games after 
arriving from Everton.

But the Belgian looked 
toothless in a dour 0-0 
draw at Liverpool fol-
lowed by the narrow win 
at Benfica. Injuries to mid-
fielders Pogba, Marouane 

Fellaini and Michael Car-
rick have hampered Mour-
inho but his back line has 
held firm.

“Without any pressure, 
we knew the goal would 
arrive,” Mourinho said 
after the Benfica game 
which was settled by a 
dreadful error by the Por-
tuguese side’s 18-year-old 
keeper.

“I knew how good the 
goalkeeper was, I told the 
players that. We had a little 
bit of  a strategy, especially 
on set-pieces to make him 
uncomfortable. We put 
men around him on cor-
ners so he cannot come 
out,” Mourinho said.

The wily Portuguese 
knows goals like Marcus 
Rashford’s freak effort 
against 18-year old novice 
Mile Svilar, the youngest 
goalkeeper in Champions 
League history, will be dif-
ficult to come by against 
stronger rivals.

But with a rock-solid 
rearguard he also knows 
United will usually be in 
with a chance of  winning 
those games.

he said. ”I have been out of  
the squad for a while and 
guys that have come in have 
done well.

“You don’t just walk into 
the test team. I am going to 
have to work my way back. 
I am prepared to do the hard 
work.”

South Africa host Zim-
babwe in an inaugural four-
day test starting on Boxing 
Day, before three matches 
against India in January and 
four versus touring Australia 
in March.

Barcelona, Oct. 19 (Reu-
ters): Lionel Messi scored 
his 100th goal in European 
competition as Barcelona 
moved close to qualifying 
for the Champions League 
knockout stages by out-
classing Olympiakos 3-1 on 
Wednesday despite playing 
the second half  with 10 
men.

Gerard Pique was sent 
off  two minutes before 
halftime for two book-
ings, one for tugging an 
opponent’s shirt and the 
other for slapping the ball 
into the net, but Barca 
were barely threatened 
by a hapless Olympiakos 
side who are badly under-
performing in their Greek 

title defence.
The Athens club, who 

won three league titles and 
two domestic Cups under 
current Barca coach Er-
nesto Valverde, are fifth in 
the standings in the Greek 
top flight and have lost all 
their games in the Cham-
pions League.

Barca took the lead 
in the 18th minute at a 
rainswept and sparsely at-
tended Nou Camp when 
visiting defender Dimitrios 
Nikolaou turned Gerard 
Deulofeu’s cross into his 
own net.

It was the fifth own goal 
Barca have benefited from 
this season in all competi-
tions.

Messi struck his land-
mark goal in Europe from a 
free kick in the 61st minute 
to double Barca’s lead. It 
was his 97th goal in the 
Champions League. His 
other three came in the 
UEFA Super Cup.

“I hope he can get to 
200 by the end of  this sea-
son,” joked Valverde after 
the Argentine took his tally 
to 15 goals in all competi-
tions less than two months 
into the campaign.

“His numbers validate 
what we see from him eve-
ry day. He is constantly 
breaking down barriers.”

Barca president Josep 
Maria Bartomeu also paid 
tribute to Messi.

“I would give him every 
prize in the world, he has 
been the best player of  all 
time for many years now,” 
he said.

“He has made this era 
sublime. We see him as 
the leader of  our team, he 
contributes so much and 
we all never tire of  enjoy-
ing him.”

Messi then carved his 
way through the hapless 
visiting defence moments 
later to tee up France left 
back Lucas Digne to score 
his first goal in the Champi-
ons League for Barca.

G r e e k  d e f e n d e r 
Nikolaou, 19, scored for a 
second time but first for his 
side when he headed home 

from a corner to give Olym-
piakos a scantly-deserved 
consolation goal in the 89th 
minute.

The unbeaten Barca 
top Champions League 
Group D with nine points. 
A win at Olympiakos in 
two weeks will seal their 
place in the last 16.

“We are feeling very 
good in the league and 
Champions League and 
we have to keep going like 
this,” Barca’s Sergi Roberto 
told reporters after his side 
recorded a 10th victory in 
11 games.

“We are frustrated to 
have conceded a goal al-
though by then the game 
was almost over.”

Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 19 (IANS): 
Former Argentine international 
striker Gabriel Batistuta has urged 
national team coach Jorge Sam-
paoli to recall striker Gonzalo 
Higuain ahead of  next year’s 
World Cup.

Despite his prolific form for 
Juventus in Italy’s Serie A, Hi-
guain was yet to be selected for a 

competitive match under Sampao-
li, who was appointed coach of  
the Albiceleste on June 1, reports 
Xinhua news agency.

The 29-year-old has been 
widely criticised for squandering 
scoring opportunities for Argen-
tina in finals of  important com-
petitions, such as the 2014 World 
Cup and the 2015 and 2016 Copa 

America tournaments.
“He has been treated very 

badly. He has been misunderstood 
because he failed at times when 
we all hoped he wouldn’t. But 
that doesn’t mean he doesn’t know 
how to play. He is one of the best 
strikers in the world and in Italy 
he’s an idol,” Batistuta told Radio 
La Red on Wednesday. 

Higuain has scored 31 goals 
in 68 matches for Argentina since 
making his international debut in 
2009.

Argentina, who are two-time 
World Cup winners, secured a 
place in next year’s tournament 
in Russia by defeating Ecuador 
3-1 in their final qualifier earlier 
in October.

hibited now.”
A mistake from goalkeeper Ro-

man Buerki cost the side in Nicosia.
“That happens, and the players 

have to be there now for Roman,” 
Dortmund coach Peter Bosz said. 
“You also have players who don’t 

score and others who make mis-
takes.”

Shinji Kagawa struck the cross-
bar, and Aubameyang could have 
won it in injury time. It could also 
have been worse for Dortmund 
- Sokratis cleared off  the line just 

before Aubameyang’s chance.
Dortmund’s 6-1 rout of Borus-

sia Moenchengladbach on Sept. 
23 looked spectacular but the side 
was fortunate that ’Gladbach didn’t 
make the most of  several clear 
chances.

Real Madrid made more of  
those defensive frailties in the next 
game, winning 3-1, as Tottenham 
Hotspur had done in the sides’ open-
ing Champions League game two 
weeks before.

An unimpressive win over Augs-

burg preceded the 3-2 loss 
to Leipzig, a game in which 
Dortmund appeared too 
comfortable after getting an 
early goal. “It’s not possible 
to win every game with su-
per football,” said Bosz, who 
needs to tighten Dortmund’s 
defense after conceding in 
each of  the side’s last five 
games across all competi-
tions.The first of those goals, 
scored by ’Gladbach in the 
sixth round, was the first 
Dortmund conceded in the 
league.

Bosz already had a tall 
task on his hands to help the 
side get over the tumult of  
Thomas Tuchel’s season in 
charge. Despite winning the 
German Cup, Tuchel had 
to go after falling out with 
club management, and his 
departure wasn’t universally 
popular among the players.

But the mild-mannered 
Bosz appears to have won 
the players to his side. The 
former Ajax Amsterdam 
coach favors a spectacular 
brand of football that sweeps 
everyone along when it 
works - but can look naïve 
when it doesn’t.

Bosz has also had to in-
corporate seven new arrivals 
after another summer of up-
heaval at Dortmund; namely 

Andrey Yarmolenko, Maxi-
milian Philipp, Omer To-
prak, Mahmoud Dahoud, 
Jadon Sancho, Jeremy Tol-
jan and Dan-Axel Zagadou. 
Meanwhile, winger Marco 
Reus is still out after tearing 
a posterior cruciate ligament 
in the German Cup final last 
May. He isn’t expected to 
return until March next year.

Talk of a crisis has been 
dismissed by midfielder Ju-
lian Weigl, who received 
suppor t  f rom Marce l 
Schmelzer.

“We shouldn’t allow 
ourselves be talked into (a 
crisis), or acknowledge it 
even if it is,” the Dortmund 
captain said. “We have to 
show a reaction at the week-
end to get three points and 
self-confidence.”

Dortmund faces two 
successive away games in 
the Bundesliga, Eintracht 
Frankfurt on Saturday and 
Hannover a week later - 
with a German Cup second-
round match at Magdeburg 
in between. After them is a 
potentially decisive game at 
home to resurgent Bayern 
Munich on Nov. 4.

“We have to concentrate 
on the Bundesliga again so 
that nothing happens to us 
there, too,” Schmelzer said.



Lionel Messi, right, celebrates scoring Barcelona’s second in the 3-1 win against Olympiakos, his 100th goal in European competition.

Barak’s Khwetelhi Thopi in action during the second semi-final 
match between Barak and Forerunners at Kohima local ground on 
Thursday.

Players of Rongpang Reju (Black) and Zonipang SA (white) in action during the second semi-final 
match of MDFA 2017 at Imkongmeren Sports Complex on October 19.
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Atletico struggle as Barca, 
PSG, United keep winning 

U-17 World Cup: Iran, the Leicester City in QF

October 20 down the years 

Rhitso Mero secures NSF 
Trophy final spot for Barak FC

Zonipang to clash with Merepkong

Powerplay 
stuns defending 
champions Trinity

Mourinho should focus 
on United – Conte

Sindhu bows out of 
Denmark Open

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 2017 

MDFA brAGGING rIGHtS

SEE bALL, HIt bALL

EM Images

Madrid, Oct. 19 (IANS): Atletico 
Madrid remain winless in the 2017-
18 Champions League group stage 
after drawing 0-0 with Qarabag 
while Barcelona, Paris Saint-Ger-
main and Manchester United each 
moved closer to clinching berths in 
the round of  16.

With just two points after three 
matches, Atletico sit third in Group 
C, but they can still advance if  they 
win all three remaining games, re-
ports Efe.

Atlético were flat in Baku against 
a Qarabag squad determined to 
make up in enthusiasm what they 
lacked in quality.

Even enjoying a one-man advan-
tage for the final 16 minutes after the 
referee unjustly sent off  Qarabag's 
Dino Ndlovu for diving was not 
enough for Atletico to produce a 
goal, though they could derive some 
comfort from the result of  the clash 
between Chelsea and Roma.

Chelsea took a 2-0 lead on goals 
by David Luiz and Eden Hazard 
before conceding three to Roma. A 
brace from Edin Dzeko and a solo 
strike by Aleksandar Kolarov.

Hazard scored again in the 75th 
minute to salvage a draw for the 
hosts, who lead Group C with seven 
points, two more than Roma.

Barcelona consolidated their 
control of  Group D with a 3-1 vic-
tory over last-place Olympiakos, 
who were unable to take advantage 
of  the hosts' playing more than half  
the game down a man thanks to Ge-
rard Pique's expulsion in the 42nd 
minute.

Barça were already up 1-0 by that 
point, the result of  an own goal by 
Olympiakos' Dimitris Nikolaou.

The second half  saw Lionel 
Messi score his 100th Champions 
League goal -- only Cristiano Ron-
aldo has more -- and Lucas Digne 
contribute another to rub salt in the 
wounds of  Olympiakos, who have 
yet to earn a point.

With nine points, Barcelona have 
a three-point edge over Juventus, 
who climbed to six points Wednes-
day, coming from behind in Turin to 
defeat Sporting Lisbon 2-1.

Mario Mandzukic got the winner 
for Juve in the 84th minute.

In Group B, Paris Saint-Germain 

beat Anderlecht 4-0 to stay perfect. 
Teenage sensation Kylian Mbappe 
put the visitors ahead 1-0 with a 
strike in the third minute. 

Edinson Cavani doubled the lead 
before the break and Neymar and 
Angel Di Maria completed the rout 
in the second half.

PSG have yet to concede a goal 
in the tournament.

Bayern Munich defeated Celtic 
3-0 to increase to six points and sec-
ond place in Group B, three points 
ahead of  the Scottish club.

Making their first Champions 
League appearance since Jupp 
Heynckes replaced Carlo Ancelotti 
as manager, Bayern made quick work 
of  Celtic, building a 2-0 lead by the 
half-hour mark on goals by Thomas 
Müller and Josuha Kimmich.

Marcus Rashford's goal was 
all Manchester United needed to 
win 1-0 away to Benfica and retain 
the top spot in Group A with nine 
points.

Three points behind United are 
Basel, who topped CSKA 2-0 in 
Moscow with goals from Taulant 
Xhaka and Dimitri Oberlin.

Our Correspondent
Kohima, Oct. 19 (EMN): 
A late goal from substi-
tute Rhitso Mero came to 
rescue as Barak FC Peren 
narrowly beat last year’s 
runners-up Forerunners 
FC 4th NAP Thizama 
1-0 in the second semifi-
nal match played at the 
Kohima local ground on 
Thursday. 

T h e  o n g o i n g  N S F 
Martyrs' Football Trophy 
is being organised by the 
Angami Students’ Union 
under the theme ‘goal for 
peace.’

Rhitso Mero came off  
the bench to score the only 

goal for Barak FC in the 
83rd minute to help the 
team enter the final of  the 
tournament for the third 
year. 

The thrilling encounter 
was equally poised but 
both teams failed to break 
the deadlock on their op-
portunities that came their 
way till the first half.

Forerunners FC was 
paid for their lackluster 
game as talisman Kezhose 
wasted numerous chances 
to find the back of  the net 
in the first half.

Goalie Leketoulie of  
Forerunners was put in 
action saving a stunning 

D i m a p u r,  O c t .  1 9 
(EMN):  Defending 
champion Trinity Sport-
ing lost their first game 
of  the season against a 
tough Team Powerplay 
today. Powerplay were 
fortunate as they were 
awarded two penalties. 
However, they could 
not capitalise on it. 

Akika missed both 
the penalties.  How-
ever, towards the end 
of  match, Benjamin 
opened the score with a 
neat finish. Powerplay 
won 1-0. Trinity Sport-
ing leads the league 
table with 14 points.

In the other match, 
Nizams FC continued 
to slump further down 
the table by losing to 
Case FC by 3 goals. 
Cases FC were awarded 
a penalty in the first after 
a silly mistake from the 
Nizams FC defence. 
Moa converted the pen-
alty. Chichamo of  Case 
FC stood the highest to 
score the second goal 
from a towering header.

Nizams FC could 
not capitalise on the 
many chances. Tieso 
scored the third goal in 
the second half. Case 
FC are second on the 
table after the win today 
with 13 points.

G Sporting 
demolishes STAFAC

G Sporting Club demol-
ished the understrength 
STAFAC by 7-2 goals. 
The star performer of  
the match Lanu scoring 
4 goals, and two as-
sists for Yanger turned 
around the match af-
ter a highly entertain-
ing first half. Veteran 
Yambe opened the high 
scoring game for win-
ning team on 20th min-
ute with closed range 
finish. Ruleto and Ravi 
found the net for the 
STAFAC.

London, Oct. 19 (IANS): 
Chelsea chief  coach Antonio 
Conte has lashed out at his 
Manchester United counter-
part Jose Mourinho, saying the 
Portuguese should concentrate 
on himself  and his club instead 
of  advising others.

Mourinho on Wednesday 
suggested the rival coaches 
were more eager to point out 
their injury lists. But Italian 
Conte, who came to Chelsea 
after Mourinho's sacking at the 
London football club, hit back 
at the Portuguese.

"But do you think it was for 
me? If  he is speaking about me, 
I think he has to think about 
his team and start looking at 
himself, not others," Conte was 
quoted saying by the Guardian 
on Wednesday following their 
3-3 draw against Roma in the 
Champions League.

"I think that, a lot of  times, 
Mourinho (likes to concentrate 
on) what is happening at Chel-
sea. A lot of  times, also last 
season. (He has) to think about 
his team," Conte added. Chel-
sea take on United at Stamford 
Bridge here on November 5 in 
the English Premier League 
fixture.

Odense (Denmark), Oct. 19 
(IANS): Star Indian shuttler 
PV Sindhu lost her opening 
round match to Chen Yufei of  
China and bowed out of  the 
Denmark Open World Super-
series Premier here.

The unseeded China player 
edged past the second seed 
Sindhu 21-17, 23-21 in 47 min-
utes on Wednesday. Sindhu 
started the first game on a 
steady note but towards the 
end it was the World No. 10 
Chinese who proved superior 
and bagged the game.

In the second game, the 
Chinese players took four points 
lead at the start but a good 
shot selection helped Sindhu to 
reduce the gap.  At one point, 
Sindhu made it 16-17, but some 
poor shots towards the end of  
the game resulted in her defeat.

shot of  Mayongshing in 
the first half. In the second 
half, Barak team started 
vigorously butstriker Kevi 
lacked the finishing as he 
failed to find the target on 
numerous occasions until 
Rhitso Mero came to res-
cue Barak with his goal in 
the 83rd minute.

Goalkeeper Nganga 
Zeliang of  Barak was put 
in action in the second 
half, saving a stunning 
long-range kick of  Vekhru-
to Resu in the second half. 
He made vital saves in the 
game to make sure the 
team entered the final with 
a clean sheet.

With the win, Barak 
FC will face defending 
champions Nagaland Po-
lice Red in the final match 
on October 21. While 
Forerunners can still fin-
ish the season on the win-
ning note if  they can beat 
Tangkhul Students Union 
Manipur on Friday to se-
cure the third position of  
the tournament.
ASU beat AYO in exhibi-
tion match

A n g a m i  S t u d e n t s ' 
Union (ASU) defeated 
Angami Youth Organiza-
tion (AYO) via tiebreaker 
4-3 after the match ended 
in a 2-2 draw in an exhibi-
tion match played at the 
Kohima local ground on 
Thursday.

In the match, AYO 
took the lead in the first 
half  through a goal scored 
by Neidilhoutuo Neibu 
Sechü and Zekusetuo 
Natso double lead in the 
second half  for AYO.

However, ASU came 
back to the game when 
their captain Mego Ratsa 
delivered a superb long-
range shot to pull back a 
goal. Tseituo Mere then 
scored the equalizer in 
the last minute to end the 
match 2-2. During the pen-
alty shootout, ASU came 
out victorious 4-3.
Friday match (3rd place)

Tangkhul Stu vs 
Forerunners FC  

@ 1:30 PM

Dimapur Oct. 19 (EMN): 
Zonipang Sporting Associa-
tion sealed a date with Youth 
Association Merepkong for the 
final match of  MDFA Trophy 
2017 following a 1-0 victory over 
Rongpang Reju on Thursday.

An update from the tourna-
ment’s publicity team informed 
that the grand finale on October 
21 next would be an encoun-
ter between two of  the tour-
nament’s favourites. “Today’s 
match witnessed an equally 
contested play. As both the 
teams focused on their defences, 
Zonipang’s midfielder Stephen 
Rutsa got a nice pass and struck 
to hit the goal into the net from 
outside the D-Box at the 45th 
minute. 

“Rongpang Reju counterat-
tacked but the strong defence 
line of  Zonipang SA was too 
strong to be breached. The nine-
ty minutes passed off  and the 
counter attacks by Rongpang 
Reju passed off  as Zonipang’s 
defence line ensured their place 
for the final match with YA 
Merepkong on Saturday, Octo-
ber 21, 2017,” it informed. 

The MDFA XI will also play 
an exhibition match on October 
21 with the Mokokchung Press 
Club starting at 2 pm, it was 
informed. 

Kochi, Oct. 19 (IANS): Less-
fancied Iran will look to do 
a Leicester City when they 
take on three-time runners-up 
Spain in a quarter-final clash 
of the FIFA Under-17 World 
Cup here on Sunday.

This is the first time Iran 
have progressed this far, with 
the other seven teams previ-
ously making it to the quarter-
finals at least once in the 
tournament.

Leicester too defied all 
odds to win the English Pre-
mier League (EPL) title a 
year back.

While Ghana and Brazil 
have laid their hands on the 
silverware twice and thrice 
respectively, Spain, England, 

Mali and the US have all 
reached the knockout stages.

The 2016 AFC U-16 
Championships runners-up 
forced one and all to take 
notice when they upstaged 
heavyweights Germany 4-0 in 
a Group C encounter.

With four wins from four 
matches, scoring 12 goals 
while conceding just two, 
Iran have marched in style to 
the quarter-finals, defeating 
Mexico 2-1 in their Round of  
16 encounter in Goa.

Before India 2017, Iran in 
the U-17 World Cup reached 
the pre-quarters once in three 
appearances. Since coming 
to India, they have taken the 
competition by storm.

One of  the interesting 
aspects in Iran's play has been 
their control of matches de-
spite having less possession 
of the ball.

It was 40-60 in their first 
match against Guinea; while 
against Germany they kept 
the ball for a little longer (43 
per cent).

The match against Costa 
Rica saw them spend more 
time on the ball (48 per cent). 
Against Mexico, Iraq had 35 
per cent ball possession. 

It was all about cashing 
in on the right moment and 
maintaining shape so that 
they do not leak bad goals.

"Although spending so 
much time behind the ball 

definitely saps your energy, 
we give our all for the team's 
success. Winning the match 
means we've achieved our 
goal," is how midfielder Mo-
hammad Sharifi describes it.

Their team spirit is some-
thing to take note of. During 
the warm-up, substitutes ap-
plaud the starting 11 as they 
complete their final exercise. 

Minutes later, a loud 
cheer of encouragement goes 
up from inside the changing 
room before the players make 
their way to the pitch.

"We are one team, and 
we can only succeed with 
solidarity and team spirit!" 
says captain Mohammad 
Ghobeishavi.

A swashbuckling batsman 
is born. Virender Sehwag 
drew comparisons with 

Sachin Tendulkar when he burst 
onto the international stage with a 
debut century against South Africa 
in 2001-02. 

An irresistible sight when on 
song, Sehwag changed the way 
India perceived openers. He will al-
ways be associated with India's first 
triple-century - in Multan in 2003-
04, though he also went on to score 
the quickest one in Test cricket, off  
just 278 balls, four years later. 

His 319 against South Africa 
was the highest score by an Indian, 
and in the process he became only 
the third batsman, after Don Brad-
man and Brian Lara, to pass 300 
twice in Tests. A tough tour of  
Sri Lanka followed, but Sehwag 

illuminated Galle with 251 runs in 
another famous overseas win. 

He nearly made it three triples 
in 2009, scoring a scintillating 293 
at the Brabourne Stadium against 
Sri Lanka. Between November 
2009 and October 2010, Sehwag 
scored five half-centuries and six 
hundreds in 15 innings. 

In December 2011, he became 
the second man to score a one-
day double-hundred, going past 
Tendulkar's score to make a world-
record 219 against West Indies in 
Indore. 

But his Test form had slipped 
by then. He went 30 innings with-
out a Test hundred before making 
one against England in Ahmeda-
bad in 2012, but was dropped after 
failing against Australia at home, 
and called it day in 2015.

Birth of  a batsman who knew no fear


